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Hearing this voice, Charlie frowned and looked up to look for recognition.
He saw a young man wearing a white linen suit, black shoes, and all kinds of bracelets,
walking towards this side.
Although it was daylight, he wore a pair of antique gold-rimmed glasses with two round
black glass plates, the kind of “civilization mirror” that the late Qing dynasty wore.
The young man was followed by four or five bodyguards. Compared with his looks,
these bodyguards were much more fierce and evil, and every one next to him quickly
moved away to avoid causing trouble.
“Yeah, it turned out to be Steven!”
As soon as the boss saw the young man, he immediately opened his eyes and smiled,
and the flattering words came out of his mouth like running water: “Mr. Steven, why
didn’t you say anything in advance when you came here today? I’d have come to the
street to welcome you.”
“Okay, don’t talk nonsense, I will just take a look today.” The young man waved his hand
impatiently.
He strode forward, took a look at the stone in Charlie’s hand, and raised his head to ask
the boss: “Ervin Jones, put this stone up for me! There is a paperweight stone on my
dad’s desk. It is just right to use it. !”
“This” the mung bean eye boss gave a dry smile, looked at Charlie with a grimace, and
said to please: “Mr. Steven, this is really unfortunate! The stone has been bought by this
brother! Actually, this stone is nothing special. Except for the press paper, it has no use
for anything. I have specially reserved better products for you. What is the beauty of the
worthless stones? Only the top quality products are worthy of your identity.”
Charlie knew that this boss was named Ervin Jones, and he seemed to know this young
man.
However, he was also amazed at Ervin Jones’s lip service.

He’s really talkative to people and nonsense to ghosts.
Ervin Jones quickly took out the hardened plastic jade horse, splashing in his mouth,
“Mr. Steven, this is the beloved object of the former imperial concubine. You see, this
jade is crystal clear, and the jade is of good quality, so let’s not talk too much. For the
sake of Mr. Steven, the price you bought the chicken tank cup is the same as yesterday.
You can take it for nine thousand!”
Jacob was speechless when he heard that, the same fake chicken tank cup, dare to buy
three hundred and still take advantage of it. He didn’t expect that Steven actually spent
nine thousand!
“Don’t talk nonsense!” Mr. Steven was impatient at hearing, kicked Ervin Jones to the
side, and said arrogantly: “I just like this stone, you give it to me, I will give you Twenty
thousand!”
When Ervin Jones heard 20,000, his heart suddenly became hot, and he turned his head
and said to Charlie: “Brother, how about you give it to Steven?”
Charlie frowned and said coldly, “This is something I bought, and I don’t want to transfer
it to others.”
“Who asked you to transfer it? You haven’t paid any money, whoever paid for it!” Mr.
Steven said impatiently, then took out a wallet from his arms, took a stack of banknotes,
and threw them on Ervin Jones’s face.
“No need to look for 20,000, I’ll take it.”
Ervin Jones’s eyes lit up, and he quickly took the banknotes in his hand and smiled at
Charlie: “Brother, I also have an inkstone paperweight from Emperor Kangxi. It is better
to keep it than this.”
Charlie smiled and said, “Ervin Jones, you don’t need to break those things, right? I
bought this paperweight first, and I am not interested in giving it to others.”
Seeing Charlie didn’t let go, Ervin Jones couldn’t help it.

After all, according to the rules of the antique transaction, it is to buy first, and if he
breaks the rules, he will not be able to work in this antique street as soon as the news
spreads.
Ervin Jones had to turn around, nodded, and said to Mr. Steven: “Mr. Steven, this
paperweight is really not a good thing, there is something better in my house.”
Before he could finish his words, Mr. Steven kicked his waist and cursed: “You have been
courageous? I have bought several things from you. Now you actually turn your elbow
away to help a poor man talk?”
Ervin Jones was kicked and sat on the ground, clutching his waist and grunting,
complaining: “Mr. Steven, if he doesn’t give it to me, I can’t help it.”
As he said, he winked Charlie vigorously, wanting him to let the stone out.
Just by looking at Charlie’s clothes and manners, he knew that he didn’t have much
money in his family, and he had no power or influence.
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But Steven is different. He is the famous second-generation in the literary and
entertainment world, and he hasn’t felt a shortage of money since he was born.
Ervin Jones didn’t want to offend Steven or break the rules, so he winked at Charlie.
Charlie had seen Ervin Jones’s hint a long time ago, but he ignored it and said faintly,
“No.”
Ervin Jones was really helpless, so he could only sit on the ground and hum, so as not to
be vented by Mr. Steven again.
“Look at you waste!”
Mr. Steven cursed with his eyebrows crossed and had to raise his head and glance at
Charlie with a slanted eye. He said with money in his hands, “You bought it for three
hundred. I will pay thirty thousand. Give it to me!”

The crowd onlookers made a sound of inhalation, and they all looked at Charlie, their
eyes full of jealousy.
The price of things bought for three hundred increased by a hundred times before the
heat was covered. This is an obvious profit!
Besides that pebble, anyone who knows the goods can see that it was picked up on the
river beach. This kind of broken stone, there are many on the river beach, where is the
goddess paperweight!
Jacob was also a little excited. After all, he made more than two thousand when he
changed hands. Not to mention making up for what he lost yesterday, he could still
make a little profit.
Charlie raised his head, smiled at Mr. Steven, and said: “I say just now, don’t sell. Even if
you pay 300,000, I still have these words.”
“you!”
Mr. Steven’s face suddenly became ugly, and a sharp light flashed in his eyes.
There were crowds all around, Charlie flatly refused in public, didn’t this make him
ashamed?
“Turtle! You want to have trouble with me, right?” Steven sneered fiercely: “Don’t ask
me, in this antique street, which one of the things that Steven likes can’t be bought?”
“Today you have to sell, and if you don’t, you still have to sell!”
After Steven finished speaking, he waved his hand behind him.
The bodyguards suddenly “hulled” and surrounded Charlie.
The crowd around him also changed color.
Even Jacob was stunned.

The Qin family in Aurous Hill?
That is a wealthy and distinguished family even more prominent than Gerald’s family!
No wonder Mr. Steven spends nine thousand to buy a counterfeit chicken cup. He
doesn’t feel distressed at all. People don’t care about money at all. If it is genuine or not,
he just buys it for fun!
Several bodyguards surrounded Charlie, aggressively.
Jacob was afraid of things, so he winked at Charlie and asked him to quickly bring things
to Mr. Steven.
Charlie looked faintly, glanced at the surrounding bodyguards, and said: “I’m still saying
that, don’t sell! If you want to take advantage of the situation, I can only tell you, my
things, no one can take away! It won’t work for you as well!”
“What’s wrong with me?” Steven looked arrogant and raised his chin to scold, “I tell you,
I am the king of heaven! You, a turtle who wants to fight with me, are impatient!”
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Seeing Steven’s arrogance, the surrounding crowd held their breath, thinking, this
Charlie dared to confront Steven, this is a big loss.
Charlie still had a calm face and smiled: “I think you are also in the antique industry.
Have you ever thought about what is most particular about the antique industry?”
Steven asked coldly, “What is the most important thing?”
Charlie laughed and said, “Of course the most peculiar thing is the rules!”
After that, raise the volume a bit and say loudly: “Antiques are first-come, first-served,
and I’ll be there. Who else will do business with you in this industry tomorrow? When
that happens, Mr. Steven, you will become a rat crossing the street, and everyone will
scream!”

As soon as he finished speaking, Steven was stunned, a flash of anger flashed across his
face.
There is indeed such a rule in the antique world. He claims to play elegant scholar, and
he is naturally very clear about this rule.
If today’s incident spreads, the store he usually deals with will probably retreat for fear
of offending other customers.
Steven didn’t expect that Charlie would stop himself from coming to the stage with a
few words!
He stared at Charlie fiercely, really wanting to kick that face.
But he still swallowed his anger forcibly, gritted his teeth, and said, “Do you really think
that you are worthy of your rock? I just want you to know that antiques are not
accessible to everyone. You are a poor ghost, you should go home as soon as possible
to plant the land, so as not to tarnish it!”
After speaking, Steven rolled up his sleeves with a dark face, and raised his arms to
Charlie’s eyes and shook: “Open your dog’s eyes and see clearly! This string of chicken
blood jade is one hundred and fifty from Lingnan. I got it! Have you seen such a good
thing?”
The bracelet on Steven’s wrist was crystal clear, red, and shiny in the sun, and it was so
beautiful that everyone around him opened his eyes.
Ervin Jones stared at the hand strings, swallowing fiercely, “I’m shocked, what a good
thing!”
“Humph! Of course!” Steven was very proud of everyone’s reaction.
After that, he glanced at Charlie contemptuously, opened his collar, and pulled out a
gourd-shaped jade piece tied around his neck: “Look at this again!”
“This piece of chalcedony is a coming-of-age ceremony gift given to me by the emperor
of the Sui Dynasty. Eighty-eight high-ranking monks set up an altar to consecrate the
Buddha and recite the Buddha for 108 days! It is worth three million!”

Upon hearing that this piece of gourd chalcedony was so big, the crowd craned their
necks to watch.
Ervin Jones flapped his nose with excitement as if being slapped, his eyes were straight
at the jade gourd, his eyes were greedy, and he wanted to swallow it into his stomach.
Steven held the jade gourd and sneered at Charlie: “Poor playing watch, rich playing
jade, you are a poor man, you can’t afford decent clothes, and you want to buy antiques.
It makes people laugh out loud.”
His tone was ironic, and the surrounding crowd looked at Charlie from time to time.
Indeed, Charlie didn’t look like a wealthy family. He wore the most common white Tshirt, jeans, and a pair of sneakers, just like a young working man.
As for Steven’s outfit, it seems ordinary, but anyone who knows how to do it knows that
this set of clothes is expensive and completely handmade, and it costs at least six figures
from head to toe.
Charlie looked at Steven with a smug look and felt that this man was f*cking funny, but
in fact, he was not a wicked person, at best he was a silly young master who was shortsighted.
So Charlie looked at him and asked with a smile: “You are rich, aren’t you? Look at your
bracelet, it looks really good, but it’s a fake.”
Steven was taken aback for a moment, and suddenly roared, “You are talking nonsense,
my bracelet can’t be fake.”
“If you don’t believe me, ask the bosses in the antique shops around you.”
Charlie shrugged and said something in the words: “If you have money to play antiques,
you also have to look at who is playing antiques. If a blind person has to get in the
antique circle, he doesn’t know how to pretend to understand, in the eyes of others. He
is just a fat sheep, nothing more.”

Steven was full of irritation. Hearing that Charlie was mocking his ignorance, he sternly
said: “If my bracelet is genuine, you can kneel down and admit it to me on the spot, how
about it!”
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“Okay.” Charlie agreed, with an extremely relaxed attitude, “Thinking of artificial
bloodstone as chicken blood jade, I can only say that you are really a talent.”
Steven was ridiculed by him, his face flushed, he turned his head fiercely and said to the
crowd watching the whole scene.
“Boss Jones and Boss Li, you two will appraise me to see if this bracelet is true or not.”
The two people named by him suddenly showed embarrassment and looked at each
other.
Appraisal of antiques, whether they are true or false, is offensive, and it might offend
colleagues.
“Steven, we both have limited knowledge, we really can’t see it.”
Steven said angrily: “Don’t think I don’t know what yours is. You give me a good
appraisal, no matter whether it is genuine or not, you will not trouble me! But if you fool
around, I will find someone to appraise it afterward. I can’t spare you for telling lies.”
“Don’t be angry, Mr. Steven!”
The two came forward in shock.
No one dared to offend Mr. Steven when doing business in Antique Street.
Therefore, the two antique shop owners had to bite the bullet and take a look at the
jade string.
A few minutes later, one of the bosses gave a shuddering dry smile: “Steven, that little
brother is right, your bracelets”

“Say!” Steven sneered coldly.
The boss was frightened and said quickly, “Your bracelet is indeed artificial bloodstone,
not jade.”
As soon as his voice fell, Steven’s face turned green, bloodshot, and flushed quickly, as if
being slapped in public.
His throat swallowed fiercely as if to be angry.
The two bosses were so frightened that they drew back into the crowd, not daring to
appear again.
Charlie smiled and said, “Do you believe it now? Buying a bunch of artificial stones for
1.5 million, Mr. Steven is indeed rich.”
“This time I missed you!” Steven gritted his teeth and said, “Isn’t it just one and a half
millions? Do you think I will pay the money? Even if my bracelets are fake, my jade
gourd is always real, absolutely genuine!”
For this jade gourd, Steven is 100% confident!
Because he did find an expert to appraise it, this gourd is indeed a good ancient jade,
and it is in the Sui Dynasty!
Charlie snorted coldly: “If you can wear such a big evil thing as a treasure, I’m afraid
there will be no second fool like you in the world!”
“What are you talking about! It’s just silly!”
Steven roared sharply, and the blue veins on his forehead protruded.
Charlie said faintly: “You have collected such a fierce thing next to your skin. You are
lucky if you haven’t died yet.”
Steven’s face was ugly, but with the lessons learned just now, he was not sure whether
Charlie’s words were true or false. He stared and asked, “Why do you say that?”

“Look at the shape of this jade gourd!”
Charlie said coldly: “Did you not check when you received the jade, what exactly do jade
pieces of this shape do?”
Steven yelled with some confidence: “This isn’t this Sui Emperor’s coming-of-age
ceremony! The gourd represents auspiciousness, and everyone who deals in jade knows
this. I know this better than you poor guy! You know what a sh!t!”
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Seeing Steven’s hard mouth, Charlie shook his head and sneered disdainfully: “You don’t
even know the difference between a gourd and a jade plug? The old saying goes, “Jin
and jade are in the nine orifices, and the dead are immortal.” You should always know
the sentence?
“What kind of golden jade, dead people?” Steven was confused.
Charlie’s face was “You can’t teach a child”, and he shook his head and said, “I don’t
know this? Have you always heard of Jiuqiaoyu?”
“What Nine Aperture Jade?” Steven was even more confused, looking at Charlie blankly.
Although Steven likes antiques, he doesn’t have the mind to study at all, that is, he buys
what others say is good, and then goes out and pretends to be right.
“idiot!”
Charlie sneered: “Nine-aperture jade is the jade plug used by the dead to plug the nineapertures. There are seven orifices in the ears, nose, mouth, and eyes, plus the genital
pores and excretory holes.
“Dead!!” Steven opened his mouth wide, his eyes rounded.
He glanced at the jade hanging around his neck in disbelief, and the hair on his back
suddenly stood up.

Is this from a dead person?
Charlie said mockingly: “It seems that you really don’t understand. This in your hand is
used by a dead person to plug the drain hole, which is the cylinder door. You even wear
it on your neck, don’t you feel smelly?”
Steven couldn’t speak anymore, staring at the jade gourd in his hand, suddenly a strong
feeling of nausea surged.
This jade gourd was actually stuffed in that place!
And I actually took it as a mascot and hung it around my neck for three years
The most d*mn thing is that because I like this thing so much, I often play with it in my
mouth
Doesn’t this mean that I indirectly ate the ancients’ filth?
“vomit!”
Steven couldn’t help it anymore, bending down and retching.
The crowd who were still scrambling to watch, now cast a mocking look at him.
Some even gloated at the misfortune, mocking Steven for being blind, and spending a
lot of money to buy such a bad thing.
Charlie said coldly: “Also, this jade piece has been soaked in corpse qi for a long time,
and it has sucked enough fierce aura. If you continue to wear it, you will surely die
within a year.”
As soon as he finished his words, the crowd around Steven immediately “hulled” back,
for fear of being contaminated by the ferocity on his body.
Ervin Jones, who was standing beside Steven, also ran to the very edge.

Although he is a half-bucket of water, and he usually does nothing but deceives, but he
has also dealt with the thief fighting master, knowing that Charlie’s words are not
groundless!
Steven was also frightened and looked up at Charlie in a daze.
Charlie’s face was cold, and he snorted: “Are you going to have a bad time this year?
Have you had a bloody disaster like a car accident or something?”
Steven stared at Charlie blankly, completely stunned.
He did have a bad fortune this year, and he had just had a car accident at the beginning
of the year. If it hadn’t been for the crash-resistant Hummer that day, he would have
given his life a long time ago.
However, the driver who drove was killed on the spot. He broke two ribs and spent half
a month in the hospital before returning home.
Steven burst into a cold sweat, pulled the jade piece off his neck, waved, and threw it far
away.
The crowd backed away quickly, for fear of causing trouble to the upper body.
Seeing Steven’s guilty conscience, Charlie sneered in his heart. If he hadn’t reminded
him today, if Steven continued to wear it, he would definitely die this year.
“Who are you!” Steven gritted his teeth and glared at Charlie.
This person knows too much, is it someone sent by the enemy?
“I am someone you can’t afford.”
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Charlie said coldly, turning around and leaving.

When Steven saw that the other party was about to leave, he thought Charlie wanted to
escape, and immediately roared: “Catch him for me! Dare to find my fault, there must be
someone behind this kid!”
“Can’t afford to provoke? Haha, in Aurous Hill City, there is no one I can’t afford to
provoke!”
“Catch him, break his leg, and ask who it is that dares to trouble my Qin family.”
He believed that Charlie was the person sent by his business rival, otherwise, how could
he know exactly what happened to him in the car accident?
Several bodyguards acted immediately and rushed to stand in front of Charlie.
The other two bodyguards strode to Jacob’s face, and violently reached out their hands
and grabbed them.
Jacob was so frightened, he didn’t expect to get into this kind of disaster when he went
out to buy an antique.
Just when the bodyguard was about to catch Jacob, Charlie’s eyes were cold, and he
kicked a brawny man in front of him with one foot, rushed to Jacob in three or two
steps, and hit the bodyguard in the face with one punch.
“Bang!”
The bodyguard was about to grab Jacob and was hit by a punch in the front. He
suddenly spurted his nose and backed away, covering his face.
The other bodyguard saw Charlie start his hand, quickly took out the electric baton, and
called Charlie fiercely.
“Ah!” Jacob yelled in fright, “Charlie, get away!”
Before he finished speaking, Charlie shook his body agilely, avoided a stick that flew
over, clasped the bodyguard’s left wrist with his backhand, and tried hard.

“boom!”
Before the bodyguard with the electric baton could react, he was thrown to the ground
by one over his shoulder, grinning in pain, and could not get up for a long time.
Jacob was speechless, almost didn’t recognize that the young man standing in front of
him was his son-in-law.
Why is his skill so good?
Charlie bent down, picked up the electric baton on the ground, squeezed it in his hand,
and said, “Who else? Let’s go with the rest.”
The crowd watched silently, their eyes all fixed on Charlie.
Ervin Jones was also dumbfounded, staring at Charlie, and murmured: “Brother,
amazing!”
He was fortunate that he didn’t make Charlie angry just now, otherwise, this one fell off
his shoulders and his bones would fall apart.
Jacob returned to his senses and asked in shock behind Charlie: “Charlie, where did you
learn this skill?”
“This” Charlie smiled and said, “Dad, when I first went to work, I was bored at home
watching TV. Isn’t there a show on the ring every morning on TV? I learned all of it from
TV.”
In fact, Charlie practiced Wing Chun since he was a child, and it is the most authentic
Wing Chun. After all, this man is the descendant of the Wade family branch!
However, in order to hide his identity, he naturally cannot tell the Old Master.
Moreover, what surprised Charlie was that his current strength seemed to have
improved a lot!
Combat effectiveness has been improved several times than usual.

It seems that this should be due to the Nine Profound Heaven Classics.
And the pebble full of aura just now, a little bit of aura entered the body, and I felt that
the physical fitness of the whole person had improved a lot!
The crowd sounded in awe.
Such a powerful skill is stronger than the skill of a martial artist in the Aurous Hill City
Martial Arts Hall. He actually taught himself by watching TV!!
This self-taught talent is simply amazing!
“I learned it from TV!” Ervin Jones’s eyes widened. Such an amazing skill came from
watching TV. He quickly admired Charlie and sneered at him: “Big brother, may I ask
which channel you are watching? Want to learn.”
Charlie looked at Ervin Jones and said faintly: “CCTV Sports Channel, The Arena!”
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The people present thought that Charlie was telling the truth, all of them were holding
back their energy, and they wanted to go home and have a look at the program.
Steven, who was standing silly on the side, finally recovered his senses at this time, his
expression extremely ugly.
This is so embarrassing!
The bodyguards that I have paid a lot of money to are all senior martial artists in the
martial arts center in the city.
Unexpectedly, they were turned over in the blink of an eye by a hairy boy who watched
TV and learned martial arts?
Steven is a layman in martial arts, and he can’t see the level of Charlie, but the
bodyguards under him are not stupid.

Experts will know if there is any!
They knew at a glance that Charlie didn’t speak big words, and the other party didn’t
even give his full strength.
It is indeed someone they can’t afford to provoke!
Therefore, several bodyguards did not dare to step forward and looked at Charlie with
awe.
Jacob watched from the side. He didn’t know anything about martial arts. He thought
that Charlie’s tricks were ordinary, that is, pinching his wrists, throwing his shoulders and
other things, but it was just a little bit stronger, he didn’t know that this was the real skill.
Charlie smiled slightly at Steven at this time: “Are you coming by yourself or I need to
come over?”
“You, don’t come over.”
Steven was so frightened that his head was sweating, and he subconsciously stepped
back.
Seeing him so distressed, Charlie snorted coldly and walked towards him.
Steven stared at him in horror, and quickly stepped back.
If I was thrown by him like this, I would definitely have to lie down in the hospital for half
a month!
At this moment, a black BMW car drove slowly from the street corner and stopped not
far away.
The driver quickly opened the door and asked people to get out of the car.
Steven was overjoyed when he saw this scene and shouted at the other side: “Sister! I
was beaten by someone! Come and save me!”

Charlie looked up and saw that the crowd voluntarily gave up the passage, and a
woman in black tight-fitting sportswear was walking towards this side.
The tight-fitting sportswear outlines the woman’s figure perfectly, and her face is angry,
adding a bit of heroism.
“That’s Steven’s sister, Aoxue Qin!”
Someone in the crowd suddenly shouted in shock, and then the crowd was in an uproar.
Steven exclaimed: “Sister, this kid beat me, you help me beat him fiercely!”
After Aoxue approached, she glanced at the bodyguards lying on the ground, then
looked at Charlie coldly: “You beat these people?”
Charlie said flatly: “It’s me, what’s the matter?”
Aoxue sneered and said, “Nothing much, apologize to my brother immediately!”
“What if I say no?”
“Then I will fight until you apologize!”
Before the words came to an end, Aoxue whips her legs and kicked Charlie’s cheek in an
instant.
Charlie was a little surprised, this woman’s skill was much better than the previous group
of bodyguards.
Her whip kick is full of strength and speed, and she seems to be a serious practitioner!
Steven watched this scene and secretly said, “Look at my sister, she can kill you!”
His sister has practiced martial arts for many years and is proficient in ancient martial
arts and Sanda skills. Even some serious martial arts masters are not her equal
opponents.

But the next moment, Steven’s eyes widened suddenly.
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“Too weak!”
Following Charlie’s anger, his body flashed to the side in an instant, and then he lifted
his leg and kicked Aoxue’s a**, kicking her whole body out.
Steven’s jaw almost fell off, staring at the scene blankly, and whispered, “How is this
possible!”
Aoxue was even more embarrassed. Since practicing martial arts, she has never been
humiliated so much, and the place where the opponent kicked is too shameful to think
of!
She was full of anger, and when she got up, she was about to rush towards Charlie. She
decided in her heart that she must make this b@stard pay the price today!
“Aoxue, stop quickly! Don’t be rude to Mr. Wade!”
At this moment, suddenly a middle-aged man ran up and grabbed Aoxue.
Aoxue had a pretty face of shame and yelled: “Dad, get out of the way, I want to kill
him!”
Can you kick my a**? Don’t you know Lianxiangxiyu? My butt is still aching now!
“Shut up!”
The middle-aged man glared at Aoxue and scolded.
Afterward, he walked towards Charlie with a humble expression on his face, took a deep
breath, and said respectfully: “Mr. Wade, you have met my ineffective daughter and
nephew. I apologize to you. When I return, I will let them think about it.”
Aoxue and Steven froze there, watching this scene in disbelief.

The father is a high-end figure in Aurous City, how could he be so polite to this kid.
Charlie recognized the middle-aged man.
Before, when he went to Appraise with Warnia, he met him. His name is Qin Gang.
So Charlie nodded and said, “Mr. Steven and this lady really should be more disciplined.”
Qin Gang nodded repeatedly, glared at the two, and said: “Come here and apologize to
Mr. Wade!”
“I won’t apologize to the b@stard who kicked my a**!” Aoxue curled her lips with an
angry expression on her face.
Qin Gang scolded angrily: “Apologies! Immediately! Now!”
Aoxue was instantly discouraged, biting her teeth in injustice, and whispered: “I’m sorry”
Steven was full of irritation and said, “Uncle, this kid humiliated me at will, and beat my
sister. If you don’t clean him, let me apologize? If you can’t clean up, I will find someone.
I’ll kill him!”
Snapped!
Qin Gang slapped his face heavily, and said angrily: “b*stard! Kneel down to Mr. Wade!”
Steven was slapped with gold stars in his eyes, and blood dripped from the corners of
his mouth. He covered his face in horror. He was completely stunned. He didn’t know
how things would turn out to be and let him kneel in public
This simply caused the Qin family’s face to be lost. How can they talk about prestige in
Aurous Hill City from now on?
Qin Gang gritted his teeth and shouted, “You b@stard, do you know that if Mr. Wade
finds out about your jade, not only will you be killed, but the entire Qin family will be
killed!”

After that, he scolded angrily: “I thought why the Qin family has been in bad luck
recently, and various things have happened one after another. It turns out that you, the
b@stard, have caused the evil to descend upon us. If your grandfather knows about it,
he’ll feed your legs to dogs!”
Seeing that his uncle was so serious, Steven was frightened, his legs softened, and knelt
on the ground.
Qin Gang sternly shouted: “You still didn’t apologize to Mr. Wade!”
“Yes, I’m sorry” Steven was already scared, and apologized to Charlie trembling, his eyes
full of horror.
Qin Gang said respectfully to Charlie: “Mr. Wade, I don’t know how to deal with it, are
you satisfied?”
Charlie said indifferently: “Forget it since he knelt down, then I won’t care about him.”
Qin Gang felt relieved, and hurriedly asked: “Mr. Wade, I have something else to ask
you, after the jade is lost, can my Qin family’s fortune be restored to normal?”
Charlie sneered and said: “You think it’s pretty beautiful! This jade is so powerful that it’s
not just on Steven alone. In my opinion, within a year, your Qin family will probably be
ruined! “
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Qin Gang was frightened by Charlie’s words.
What do you mean?
This price is too painful, right?
Qin Gang’s face turned pale suddenly, and it took a long time to sigh: “I have never
done anything wrong in my life, and I have done good deeds every day. How can I end
up like this.”

Charlie smiled and said, “So it seems that you wanted to buy that piece of topaz last
time because of this?”
Qin Gang nodded. In the past year, he tried all the methods, but none of them worked
until he met Charlie.
Last time, he thought Charlie just knew how to appraise treasures, and didn’t pay much
attention.
But today, Charlie actually broke his evil spirit with a word, which made him understand
that Charlie is not an ordinary person at all, and the hope of saving the Qin family may
lie in Charlie.
Immediately, he hurriedly clasped his fists at Charlie and begged: “Mr. Wade, please
help me!”
After speaking, he hurriedly whispered a few words to the assistant beside him, who
immediately turned and left.
Charlie smiled faintly and said, “Mr. Qin, you should solve your family’s affairs by
yourself.”
He didn’t have much friendship with the Qin family and had a relationship with Qin
Gang before.
What’s more, Steven in front of him also offended himself.
The horrified Aoxue next to her was quite pretty. The little girl had a very good figure,
with her front convex and backward, and her pungent personality, quite a little chili.
But what does it have to do with yourself if you are beautiful or not? One is not his wife,
and the other is not sleeping with himself.
Therefore, Charlie had no reason to help the Qin family.
However, Qin Gang was not willing to give up this excellent opportunity to save the
family, he immediately bowed and said: “I beg Mr. to show the way!”

Qin Gang looked at Charlie almost piously, bowed ninety degrees, and assumed an
extremely humble posture.
But Charlie remained unmoved.
Seeing that Charlie was indifferent, Qin Gang’s heart slammed and knelt on the ground.
At this moment, Aoxue next to him saw this and knelt down without any hesitation.
She knelt in front of Charlie and pleaded bitterly: “Mr. Wade, I was abrupt and angered
you just now. Please don’t take it to your heart. The fate of my Qin family is in your
hands. , Please also help!”
After that, she turned her head to look at Steven who was stunned. She slapped her face
and slapped, “Steven! You caused this! You brought that weird dirty thing home, and so
is the family.” You are dragged down, and even Mr. Wade is offended by you, so please
kowtow to Mr. Wade! Please, Mr. Wade!”
Steven was really frightened!
He really didn’t expect that the Qin family’s recent fate was unfavorable, and his blood
and light disaster was caused by that piece of jade. Now he can’t escape the blame and
angers the only Mr. Wade who can resolve everything. He is really afraid of returning
home. , Was beaten to death by the crowd in the family.
So he immediately knelt on the ground and kowtowed to Charlie, begging: “Mr., I’m
wrong Mr.! It’s me who has no eyes, I don’t know what’s good or bad, please forgive me
and help us by the way. Qin family, I’ll kowtow to you”
After that, Steven knocked his head on the concrete floor, making a bang.
At this time, Qin Gang’s assistant ran back and handed him a gift box.
Qin Gang hurriedly gave it to Charlie, respectfully handing it to Charlie, and said humbly:
“Mr. Wade, this is the most expensive jade bracelet. The price is more than six million.
Please Mr. Wade accept it!”

Charlie glanced indifferently at the gift in Qin Gang’s hand. It was a fine jadeite old pit
ice seed bracelet with an excellent water head and crystal clear like glass.
Although it is not as good as the jade necklace he gave to his wife Claire before, it is
almost top-notch!
The people around looked straight. Everyone knows this bracelet. The most expensive
bracelet in Rare Earth has a price of six million.
Qin Gang actually asked his assistant to buy it back and give it to Charlie, and still
begged Charlie to accept it.
It can be seen how strong he is to cater to Charlie at this moment!
What is Charlie’s identity?
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Charlie’s father-in-law was also dumbfounded, and he had never encountered such an
incredible thing in his life.
Charlie looked at the jade bracelet but didn’t accept it. He just looked at Qin Gang with
a faint smile, and said: “Ms. Qin, how do you know that I must have a way to resolve this
evil spirit?”
Qin Gang said piously: “If Mr. Wade can’t do it, then no one in this world can do it!”
Charlie smiled indifferently, what Qin Gang said was true, he really had a way to resolve
it.
The Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures have recorded this kind of evil spirit, and how to
break it is also very clearly written there.
Charlie glanced at the jade bracelet and took it casually.
Look at this jade bracelet crystal bracelet, if it is worn on the wrist of his wife Claire, it
must be very beautiful.

As for this Qin Gang.
To be honest, not bad guys.
It doesn’t hurt to discipline the descendants of the family, and the crime does not lead
to death.
Since he begged himself so piously, it wouldn’t hurt to help him.
So Charlie said: “Well since you are a humble person, I’ll see about it for your sake.”
After that, he put the bracelet down.
Seeing Charlie accept the bracelet, Qin Gang was overjoyed and quickly bowed to him:
“Mr. Wade, the Qin family can barely speak in Aurous Hill City. If you can break the evil
spirit, Mr. Charlie, this Qin family will never forget your kindness and go all out when
you need us.”
The crowd around was in an uproar, and they were all surprised.
The Qin family is willing to go all out!
Charlie thought for a moment, and said: “If this is the case, then I will help you once, and
rest is up to your Qin family’s fate.”
Qin Gang immediately squashed his head and said excitedly, “Mr. Wade, please!”
Charlie asked for a piece of yellow paper talisman and cinnabar from the antique shop
next to him. He drew a few strokes on the yellow paper and gave it to Qin Gang.
“Put this talisman on the jade plug and take it home to burn incense daily. After the
seventy-ninth day, the evil spirit will be completely removed.”
“During these seven or seventy-nine days, the family should avoid killing and blood, and
family members should bathe and burn incense every day. Remember.”
“Sir, I’ll be mindful of that!”

Qin Gang took the rune with both hands respectfully, and was extremely grateful to
Charlie, carefully pasting the rune on the jade plug and wrapping it into a yellow paper
bag.
As soon as it was wrapped up, Steven suddenly felt light in his body, the irritability of his
whole body seemed to disappear, and his whole person became refreshed.
Qin Gang also felt the changes in his body, and his psyche was clearer and more
comfortable than before!
He knew that Charlie’s method worked!
This made him suddenly ecstatic!
Fortunately, I found Charlie, otherwise, after today, the Qin family will be in desperation!
Ervin Jones looked beside him in amazement, and when he saw Qin Gang finished, he
hurriedly moved up with a shy face and bowed to Charlie with a smile.
“Big brother, can you help me? When do you think I can find a beautiful wife?”
Charlie frowned and shook his head: “If you want to marry a beautiful wife, learned to be
a man first.”
Aoxue stood by and let out a chuckle.
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Qin Gang smiled respectfully and said, “Mr. Wade, thanks for your great kindness to the
Qin family. Today is a bit rushed, and it is too late to prepare. Can I invite Mr. Wade to
come to the Qin family tomorrow? Host a banquet at home to entertain you personally,
to thank you for your great kindness.”
“No, I have something else.”

Charlie shook his head coldly, and said, “Today’s affairs, I think you did more of good
deeds. I don’t want to be too public, understand?”
Qin Gang was taken aback, and nodded again and again: “Qin understands! Mr. Wade
will be useful to the Qin family in the future, just come to Qin.”
After speaking, he quickly handed over a gold-plated business card with his personal
mobile phone number on it.
Charlie took it without looking, turned around, and took the Old Master to leave.
And Qin Gang kept watching the two of them disappear before glaring at Steven and
said angrily: “From now on in Aurous Hill when you see Mr. Wade, you will bow
respectfully and say hello to him, and don’t cause me trouble again!”
Steven said aggrieved: “I didn’t know that going to the street to buy something can
offend a master.”
Aoxue on the side gritted her teeth as she watched Charlie’s departure.
Although she admired Charlie very much, she obviously still remembered Charlie kicking
her a** in her heart.
For a proud girl, this kind of thing is simply unforgivable.
Qin Gang sighed and comforted her: “Girl, don’t retaliate against Mr. Wade, now our
whole family is counting on Mr. Wade”
“Can he really help?” Steven mumbled.
Qin Gang scolded, “If you talk nonsense, I will break your leg!”
Steven shrank his neck, not daring to say more.
Aoxue stomped her feet bitterly, and said, “I know Dad, I will not provoke him.”
The thought of her body still aching, she felt angry and uncomfortable.

“It’s a pity,” Qin Gang sighed, shaking his head.
Aoxue asked in surprise: “What a pity?”
Qin Gang glanced at her and said, “Unfortunately, Mr. Wade is already married.
Otherwise, I think you two becoming good friends.”
“Dad! What are you talking about!” Aoxue was so embarrassed and annoyed
On the way back, Jacob was still very surprised.
The dignified Qin Patriarch is so respectful to his live-in son-in-law!
“Charlie, are the things you told Qin Gang true?”
Jacob doubted that his son-in-law was becoming more and more like a liar.
Charlie chuckled and said, “It’s a half-truth, half-truth, don’t all scammers like to play
tricks!”
After hearing this, Jacob was shocked and reprimanded in a panic: “f*ck, you dare to lie
to the Qin family, and you have received such an expensive bracelet. What if someone
finds it turns back and reveals it? Won’t they ruin our home!”
Charlie shook his head and said, “It’s not a big deal, you can return the bracelet to them,
there is a rule of law, can they still kill me?”
Jacob sighed and sighed. Obviously, he was worried, but after thinking about it, there
was no other way. He could only take a gamble. Maybe Charlie’s quack trick was really
effective?
After returning home, Charlie went into the bedroom and took out the “Safety and
Wealth” stone he had received from Ervin Jones.
And at this moment, Charlie suddenly felt that surging energy penetrated into his body
from the stone.

Charlie suddenly felt warmth, and the entire chest and belly were uncomfortable.
Soon, layers of sweat, mixed with black impurities, were discharged from the body, and
the body was extremely relaxed.
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After a while, Charlie felt that there was a burst of energy in his body running through
the veins.
This is aura!
When he looked at the stone again, Charlie found that the stone had already contained
aura, just like an ordinary stone.
Charlie ran the cultivation method recorded in the Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures,
and couldn’t draw aura from it.
Charlie could only put the stone back in his pocket. Intuitively, he felt that this thing was
extraordinary, but since he couldn’t study it at this time, he could only wait until his
cultivation level was improved.
Feeling sticky all over, Charlie hurried to take a bath. When he finished the bath, it was
already over 5 in the afternoon.
Claire called him.
On the phone, Claire told Charlie that she was discussing project details at Emgrand
Group. The BMW 760 modified 520 Charlie bought for her happened to be restricted
today. She didn’t drive and wanted Charlie to drive her 530. The Emgrand Group picked
her up.
Charlie was naturally obliged to call his wife.
So he immediately asked the old man for the car key, went downstairs, and drove to the
Emgrand Group.

After arriving downstairs, Charlie took out his mobile phone and dialed Claire.
Claire did not answer but quickly replied to him on WeChat.
“Charlie, I’m still in a meeting with the project team. You can wait for me downstairs for
a while. Thank you.”
“Okay, then I will wait for you downstairs.”
After Charlie responded to Claire, he smoked outside the car while waiting.
At this time, Doris, the vice-chairman of the Emgrand Group, called him and asked: “Mr.,
have you been to the Emgrand Group?”
Charlie asked curiously: “How do you know?”
Doris said, “I’m in my office, so I can see your car.”
Charlie raised his head and glanced, then smiled: “Are you looking for something to do
with me?”
Doris said: “The young lady is still in meetings, and it may take a while, so I want to ask if
you have time. If you have time, I would like to report to you about recent work.”
Charlie thought for a while. He hasn’t taken care of the Emgrand Group’s affairs recently,
so he can’t be ignorant of it for too long, so he said: “Hmm, you wait, I will come up.”
Doris said: “Then go directly to your office, and I will report to you in your office.”
“That is what I am doing.”
After hanging up the phone, Charlie stepped into the building, got on the elevator, and
went straight to the chairman’s office on the top floor.
When he walked out of the elevator door and headed for the office, a door behind him
suddenly opened.

Elsa was planning to go to the bathroom at this time, but she didn’t expect to see a
familiar back when she left the house.
She didn’t recognize that this figure was Charlie, but felt that this figure was very similar
to the god-level rich on YouTube!
Could it be that the chairman I have always wanted to meet finally came?
Elsa became excited immediately!
After all, the fundamental purpose of coming to Aurous Hill and Emgrand Group is to
get close to the mysterious chairman, and then work hard to make herself his woman. In
this way, the entire Dong family can be improved.
This is the mission that the entire family entrusted to her, and it is also the sustenance of
the entire family in the future.
However, Elsa is also very depressed. She has been here for so many days, and she
hasn’t even seen the chairman’s face. How can she develop a relationship with the
chairman in a longer-term direction?
So now seeing the back of the chairman, Elsa is very excited!
She hurriedly walked a few steps, followed Charlie, wanted to catch up to say hello, and
then introduce herself!
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Charlie heard the footsteps behind him, and the left light swept across the glass beside
him, and suddenly realized that Elsa was behind him!
bad!
If Elsa is allowed to recognize him here, she will definitely think of him as the chairman
of the Emgrand Group!
She might even think of him as the Wade Family’s Young Master!

This is terribly bad!
So, seeing Elsa want to catch up, he quickly speeded up, stepped into the chairman’s
office, and locked the door.
Elsa didn’t expect that the other party would suddenly speed up, and when the reaction
came to chase, the other party had already entered the office.
Seeing Charlie entering the office, Elsa was disappointed and muttered in a low voice:
“Weird, why does this chairman seem to be hiding from me on purpose”
Thinking of this, she still didn’t give up, went to knock on the door, and said: “Hello,
chairman, I am the new administrative director Elsa, I want to report to you.”
Charlie deliberately lowered his voice and replied: “Have you reported to Doris? The
company does not allow leapfrog reporting, don’t you know?”
“Sorry, Chairman, I forgot”
Elsa was frightened and nervous, and thought: “This chairman is so fierce, is he angry at
her leapfrog report, or doesn’t want to see her at all?”
However, Elsa didn’t dare to stay at the door of Charlie’s office and had no choice but to
leave.
Charlie heard Elsa’s footsteps getting farther and farther, and finally heaved a sigh of
relief.
She almost recognized him, it was really dangerous!
He will have to think before coming to the Emgrand Group in the future, and Elsa is now
the executive director of the Emgrand Group, and the office is on the same floor as
herself.
In this way, the chance of being hit by her is too great.
It happened that Doris came over to report to him at this time.

Charlie said to her, “Doris, you can arrange something for me.”
Doris nodded: “Master, name it.”
Charlie said, “You help me change Elsa’s position.”
After speaking, he asked: “In our company, what position does not need to stay in the
office all the time?”
“Sales, business.” Doris replied: “These two positions often have to go out for business,
basically not in the company.”
“Okay.” Charlie nodded and said: “Then transfer her to be the sales director.”
“No problem, I’ll start arranging when I go back later.” Doris agreed.
Subsequently, Doris and Charlie discussed the company’s recent situation.
Now, the new six-star hotel project of Emgrand Group has started, the site is located at
the foot of Tueten Mountain, with beautiful scenery and an elegant environment.
After this hotel is completed, it will become the first six-star hotel in Aurous Hill, which is
extremely luxurious.
The hotel-related business is progressing very smoothly. It is expected to be completed
within two years and be put into use in two and a half years’ time. By then, the income
ability of the Emgrand Group will rise to a new level.
Charlie instructed her: “If my wife does a good job and has the leisure ability, you can
allocate more business to her.”
Doris immediately said: “You can rest assured, Master, I will definitely!”
Seeing that his wife was about to finish the meeting, Charlie said to Doris: “You go and
call Elsa to your office now, I’ll take the opportunity to leave.”
Doris nodded hurriedly, returned to her office, and called Elsa.
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Hearing that Doris had something to do with her, Elsa went to her office immediately.
At this time, Charlie quickly went downstairs.
As soon as he went downstairs, he saw Claire walking out with a tired expression.
Claire was obviously exhausted from the cooperation, and said helplessly: “There are so
many things now, I can’t be too busy.”
Charlie asked distressedly, “Should I divide the work? Or you just don’t do it.”
“That won’t work.” Claire said: “It hasn’t been long since I became the director, and my
foundation is not stable. I must work hard, otherwise, my cousin will definitely get in.”
Thinking of Harold, Claire couldn’t help but feel annoyed. This person is particularly
annoying, always opposing her, and always likes to do things that hurt others and put
them at disadvantage.
On the way back, Claire closed her eyes in the car, and Charlie focused on driving
without disturbing her.
At this moment, in Doris’s office.
Doris informed Elsa of the new appointment.
Elsa was a little surprised.
It hasn’t been long since she accepted the job of Chief Executive Officer, and now
getting transferred to sales. Why?
Doris explained to her: “I think you are very capable, and you are too talented to do
administrative work in the company, and I looked at your resume. Your university
studies are business management and marketing, and sales are the best. Suitable for
your position, and sales are more important to the company. If you do this job well, you
will have a better future!”

Doris didn’t talk nonsense.
Sales positions are much more important than the administration.
Sales is the department where the company really pays.
The administration is a steward of the company, who is in charge of trivial matters.
Elsa didn’t think too much, but instead felt that if she could do a good job in sales and
bring actual profits to the company, then the chairman of the board should pay more
attention to her in the future!
So, this is a good thing for her!
Out of Doris’s office happily, the first thing Elsa did was to call her good girlfriend Claire.
As soon as the phone connected, she said excitedly: “Claire, I have been transferred to
the sales director!”
“Really?” Claire got excited all of a sudden, and said: “This is really great! You are a sales
talent, and you are too talented to be an administrative officer! Now you have more
room to play and can make great achievements!”
“Hehe!” Elsa was also very happy, blurting out: “Why don’t we have dinner together to
celebrate? You call Charlie as well.”
Claire said with some embarrassment: “We are both getting home now. To be honest, I
am really tired today. Can I get a rain check?”
Elsa knows that Claire has been working hard recently, so she hurriedly said, “Hmm! You
have been working too hard lately. You work overtime frequently for meetings, so go
back and have a good rest. Let’s get together after you finish!”
“Okay.” Claire said, “When I finish my work for a while, let’s hang out together!”
Elsa smiled and said, “That’s a deal!”

Hanging up the phone, Elsa felt a little lost.
She doesn’t have any real friends in Aurous Hill, the only good friend is Claire.
Now she moved to the position of sales director, the stage was bigger, it was a good
opportunity to prove herself, but she couldn’t find a person to celebrate it with.
Just as she sighed and sighed, the phone rang suddenly.
It turned out to be Harold who called!
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Seeing Harold was calling, Elsa didn’t want to pick it up.
She didn’t have a good impression of Harold, and she could see that Harold’s motive
was nothing more than to get close to her and achieve the purpose of attracting her.
However, she really didn’t have any interest in such people, so she hung up the phone
directly.
But Harold persevered. After a few consecutive times, Elsa reluctantly picked it up and
asked coldly: “Harold, are you okay?”
Harold hurriedly said, “Elsa, I heard that you were transferred to the sales director?”
Elsa asked in surprise: “Wow you are so well informed?”
Harold smiled and said, “I happen to have a few friends working in your Emgrand Group.
They said they had received new appointments from the company, so they told me.”
“Yeah.” Elsa said: “I am now the sales director.”
“Congratulations! Congratulations!” Harold said excitedly: “This position is with real
power, and there is a lot to do! You are really lucky this time!”
Elsa said lightly: “Thank you.”

Harold said again: “Elsa, you see, you have been in Aurous Hill for some time, the
previous time in Classic Mansion, the trouble was quite unpleasant, in order to express
my apology, I want to invite you to dinner again, just today You have moved to the post
of sales director again. It is a happy day. It should be celebrated. What do you think?”
Elsa said, “But I might have to work overtime tonight”
Harold said: “Elsa, this happy event is to be celebrated in time. Otherwise, you won’t feel
this joy tomorrow. You don’t have many friends in Aurous Hill. I would not as well just
find a place for the two of us to celebrate. what do you think?”
Elsa was slightly moved.
To be honest, she really wanted to celebrate.
However, Claire couldn’t come, and she didn’t know who to celebrate with for a while.
Now that Harold took the initiative to call, he could be regarded as giving himself a
choice.
Although Harold is a bit hypocritical, it is better for two people to celebrate than one.
Thinking of this, Elsa said: “Then you can send me the address.”
“Okay, I’ve made a reservation at the Aurous Hill Hotel. After you arrive, just report my
name.”
Elsa nodded and said: “Okay, then I’ll be over in a while.”
Elsa left the company and took a taxi to the Aurous Hill Hotel.
Although it is not as good as Classic Mansion, it can be regarded as one of the top
restaurants in Aurous Hill.
At this time, Harold was wearing a suit, arranging his oily head, and standing at the door
with a gentle manner, waiting for Elsa.

However, the bandage on his hand completely destroyed the atmosphere he
deliberately created.
Elsa’s upper body casual clothes, lower body jeans, a youthful scene, the moment she
got out of the car, she attracted all her eyes.
Harold and You Rongyan hurriedly greeted them and said, “Elsa, you are looking so
beautiful today, please come in, you are all ready.”
“Thank you.” Elsa smiled politely.
The two were seated and soon the food was served.
Harold asked the waiter to bring a bottle of top-notch red wine and complimented him:
“Elsa, today is a great day, so you have to drink something to celebrate!”
Elsa hurriedly said: “Don’t drink the wine, let’s have something else.”
“How about that!”
Harold originally wanted to take the opportunity to get Elsa drunk and see if he could
find a chance to start, but Elsa refused to drink as soon as he came up with this idea,
which made him extremely disappointed.
Elsa waved her hand and said, “I’m sorry Harold, I’m not feeling well, so I really don’t
drink it anymore. I will drink some when I have a chance next time.”
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In fact, Elsa can probably guess Harold’s intentions, and her self-protection awareness is
relatively strong, so she made up her mind not to drink with Harold tonight.
Harold couldn’t help but feel depressed when he saw that he could not persuade her,
but he didn’t dare to show it.
Elsa nodded: “Thank you for understanding!”

At this moment, sitting at the table next to them, a young man who looked gentle was
staring at Elsa forever.
After Elsa came in, he was attracted by Elsa’s appearance and temperament.
In his opinion, this woman is really too beautiful, and she has an extraordinary
temperament, just like a fairy coming to the world!
After observing for a while and discovering that this woman and the man opposite her
were not a couple, the young man decided that he should not miss this opportunity.
After a while, the young man stood up, walked to the table of Elsa and Harold, and said
to Elsa: “Hey lady, since you entered the hotel, I fell in love with you at first sight. I don’t
know if you want to stay. Give me a contact number?”
Elsa was stunned.
She didn’t expect that she would meet someone who strikes up directly.
Harold was also very hot.
dmn, where did the silly fork pop up? Didn’t you see that I was with this girl? You dare to
come up and flirt with her, you fuking want to die?
So, before Elsa could speak, he said coldly: “Who are you? What are you doing here at
our table?”
The young man said lightly: “What does it have to do with you when I talk to this lady?”
After that, he said to Elsa again: “Lady, I just stared at you for a long time. I didn’t want
to take the liberty to disturb you, but I was really moved by you. I came here for fear of
missing this opportunity, so please forgive me. “
Harold exploded immediately!
dmn, what kind of dog, dare you fcking steal a woman from me?

So he immediately yelled: “I warn you, it’s best to stay away if you know! If you dare to
talk or peek, I will gouge your dog eyes!”
The young man turned to look at Elsa and asked, “Your boyfriend?”
Elsa shook her head.
The young man turned his head to look at Harold, and said, “Since you are not her
boyfriend, then I can confess to this beautiful woman, it has nothing to do with you,
right?”
Harold sneered and said, “I don’t like you watching her, you can’t watch her!”
The young man frowned and said, “You seem to be awesome?”
Harold sneered: “Boy, I’m from the Willson family, stay away from me, don’t cause
trouble to yourself!”
Elsa felt a little disgusted.
She didn’t like this young man’s direct confession.
Secondly, she doesn’t like Harold’s attitude of being the number one in the world.
At this moment, the young man’s face changed suddenly, staring at Harold and said
coldly, “What the hll is the Willson family? What the hll are you? I warn you, if you
pretend to be so f*cking with me, or I will let see!”
Harold gritted his teeth immediately, and his heart was already extremely angry.
Anyone really dares to pretend to be forceful!
The first time he invited Elsa to dinner, he lost his face once. This time, if he doesn’t give
him some color, and then gets embarrassed again in Elsa’s face, it would be even more
useless to chase her.

Thinking of this, he said nothing, picked up the wine bottle on the table, and yelled:
“What are you talking nonsense here! You are going to die!”
After all, a bottle hit the young man’s head!
With a bang, the other party’s blood flowed!
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The young man was smashed by him, and he was dizzy and almost untenable.
The people around were also taken aback by this sudden use of wine bottle.
Harold stared at the young man with blood on his face and sneered: “If you don’t get
out, I will break your leg!”
The young man gritted his teeth, covered his head, and said: “Okay, you have guts, you
wait for me!”
After that, the young man clutched his smashed head and ran out in a hurry.
Harold laughed disdainfully, and said, “Fool, dare you to threaten me? I don’t even ask,
who is Harold afraid of in this city?”
After speaking, he deliberately said to Elsa with a smug look: “Elsa, there are such flies
everywhere, don’t be affected by him, let’s continue to eat and leave him alone.”
Elsa was not in a good mood after being so disturbed, she nodded and did not speak.
During the meal, Harold tried to invigorate the atmosphere several times, but Elsa didn’t
catch it.
In her eyes, Harold was not only incapable but also a little too reckless. Such a man
couldn’t stay in her eyes.

Harold originally thought that by standing up to that man directly in front of Elsa,
should subdue her, but never expected that Elsa seemed to be a little more repulsive
and disgusted with him.
This made him feel particularly depressed. He didn’t expect that Elsa didn’t like men who
use violence. Isn’t this shooting himself in the foot?
For a meal, Harold was extremely depressed.
He had just finished eating, he originally wanted to chat with Elsa a few more words to
increase his relationship.
As a result, Elsa frowned and said: “It’s late, I have to go back, thank you for your
hospitality.”
Harold was depressed and said, “Then I will drop you!”
Elsa shook her head: “No, I will just take a taxi.”
At this time Elsa just wanted to quickly draw a line with Harold.
Harold was very angry, and said, “Then I will join you to the car, otherwise.”
Elsa did not refuse, nodded, and got up and walked out.
Harold hurriedly followed.
He suffocated his stomach and wanted to make a romantic date. He took the
opportunity to confess to Elsa, but he didn’t expect that b@stard to ruin everything,
there was no chance at all, and he seemed to have left a bad impression on Elsa.
“If I meet him again, I must kill him.” Harold cursed bitterly.
At this moment, Charlie had just finished eating and was clearing the dishes.
Claire said anxiously at this time: “Charlie, there is a supplier quotation document in my
bag, have you seen it?”

Charlie shook his head: “I haven’t touched your bag since I came back.”
Claire thought for a while before she patted her forehead and said, “Oh, the documents
should have fallen in the meeting room of the Emgrand Group. I have to use them
tomorrow morning. Or you can drive me to fetch them!”
Charlie smiled and said: “You are so tired. Take some rest. I’ll get it for you.”
Claire sighed and said, “I am really exhausted, so please do it for me. The document
number is gy20191101.”
Charlie waved his hand and said, “It’s not a big deal.”
After that, Charlie drove to the Willson Group.
Here, Harold and Elsa had just left the hotel and came to the roadside.
Elsa was about to take a taxi, and at this moment, three white vans parked on the side of
the road, and a dozen strong men suddenly got off and rushed over aggressively.
The dozen or so people are all black cloth masked, holding steel pipes, and they are
here to seek revenge!
“Not good!” When Harold saw so many people running towards him, he was half-dead
in shock.
Elsa also saw this scene, and her face paled in shock. She guessed that this group of
people must be the young man who had just sought revenge. Looking at this posture,
she was afraid that they would kill her!
Sure enough, a young man with gauze on his head stood up and shouted: “d*mn, that is
the b@stard!”
As soon as the voice fell, everyone immediately rushed towards Harold with an order.
“I am the young master of the Willson family! You dare to touch me!”

Harold was flustered and yelled pretentiously.
A strong man smiled contemptuously and slammed a steel pipe at him when he came
up.
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Harold was so frightened that he almost wet his pants.
At this time, he was shocked and suddenly pushed Elsa out. Elsa uttered an ah, and she
pushed him to the other side.
Taking advantage of this opportunity, Harold ran to his car, opened the door, and sat in,
then started the car and fled the scene without hesitation.
Elsa is about to explode!
This Harold is really a b@stard!
He caused the trouble himself, but at the critical moment, he, a big man, actually pushed
her, a woman, to block the gun and ran away?
In this world, can you find a second sc*m like him?
Seeing Harold run away, the young man cursed.
“This b@stard dropped the woman and ran by himself. What a waste!”
After all, he stared at Elsa and said coldly: “Beauty, call that b@stard back to me,
otherwise, don’t blame me for being rude to you!”
Elsa blurted out: “I don’t know him well, please don’t involve me in your affairs.”
The young man pointed to his head holding the gauze and said coldly: “d*mn, I have
sixteen stitches on my head. I can’t breathe, I can’t eat anything! If he doesn’t come to
save you, you can tell me. Going home and letting Mr. cool off for a whole night is the
compensation you have to pay!”

Elsa blurted out: “How can you do this! This is illegal!”
“Illegal?” The young man said coldly, “My words are the rule! After I finish you, you will
find out what is legal and what is not!”
Elsa felt cold for a while, and her panic and despair almost obliterated her.
She hurriedly said: “I’ll call him now!”
After that, she took out his cell phone and called Harold.
Harold was driving desperately, thinking that the farther he could escape, the better
when he suddenly saw Elsa calling him, and his heart shook.
That’s it!
d*mn, what bad luck!
He also said to get in touch with her and build a relationship with the Dong family, so
that the family can ascend up.
This is all right, Elsa has been severely offended!
However, how dare he answers the phone at this time?
Answering the phone is nothing more than going back, even fools can guess the next
step.
But, do you still have a life when you go back? The gang is aggressive and they also
carry steel pipes, even if they don’t take his life, he is afraid he will be disabled for life.
Women are important, but life is more important!
So he decided to continue to escape, regardless of her call!
Elsa couldn’t get through, and she was desperate.

She pleaded to the young man: “I can give you money, please let me go. It’s really none
of my business.”
The young man grinned and said: “I don’t want your money! I want your body!”
Elsa was so scared that she knew that if she didn’t do anything, this person would not let
her go.
So, while the other party was not on guard, she bit her silver teeth and kicked between
the young man’s legs.
The young man didn’t expect that she would dare to resist. He was kicked straight in the
crotch, his body moved with a scream of pain, and subconsciously waved his hand,
stabbing her with a knife!
Elsa was about to escape, when she felt a sharp pain in her thigh, she screamed and fell
to the ground.
A sharp dagger pierced her leg with blood flowing out.
“Smelly lady, you want to run!”
The young man became angry and grabbed her by the hair, and said with a sneer:
“Congratulations, your success has angered me. Tonight, my brother and I will take
good care of you!”
Elsa shed two lines of tears in despair.
She had declared her death sentence in her heart. She knew that this young man would
not let her go, and she was afraid that she would really die in his hands.
In this case, it is impossible for anyone to save her.
She had never noticed that at this time, a black BMW car was gradually approaching.
Charlie, who was driving, saw her at a glance, frowning suddenly!
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Elsa suffered severe pain in her leg, desperate in her heart, and tears kept streaming out.
Seeing her beautiful face with rain in pear blossoms, the young man became wicked,
swallowed hard, and blurted out: “Get her in the car!”
Someone booed next to him: “Master, when will we come with this beauty again?”
The young man said coldly: “When I’m done, let you come!”
After speaking, he reached out to grab her and get to the car.
At this moment, he suddenly heard several miserable screams from the periphery!
“what!”
Suddenly, several screams violently sounded.
The young man raised his head angrily and shouted sharply: “What’s the matter?”
But as soon as he looked up, he suddenly felt a strong wind hit the door!
Before he could dodge, he felt a sharp pain in his face, a hammer splashed all over his
eyes, the bridge of his nose snapped off, and nosebleeds burst out suddenly.
Like a sledgehammer hitting his head, the young man screamed in pain, his body
swayed and fell backward.
Just when he fell, he saw several accomplices behind him, lying on the ground like a
dead dog, all motionless.
Elsa raised her head in horror, her beautiful eyes suddenly enlarged.
She saw a person wearing a black mask standing in front of her, his eyes as cold as a
knife.
Elsa was surprised and happy, and exclaimed in her heart, who is he? Is he here to save
her? Yes, he must be here to save her!

The youth’s face was bloody, and he fell to the ground and couldn’t get up.
This person shot too fast, and in a blink of an eye, the four people were released. The
remaining masked people reacted for several seconds, rushing to him while roaring, and
calling their comrades.
“You, who are you.” Elsa sat on the ground, looking up at the person in front of her.
This person didn’t answer, but quickly picked her up and ran deep into the alley.
Elsa panted, her heart pounding, she was still in shock.
Behind him came the stern shouts of the brawny men and the roar of motorcycles,
clearly pursuing them with all their strength.
The whistling wind blew past her face, Elsa had lost too much blood on her legs, and,
coupled with the panic, she could only hug this person weakly.
For some reason, she vaguely felt that the breath of this person seemed a bit familiar.
But she didn’t know that this mysterious man hugging her was the husband of her good
girlfriend, Charlie.
Charlie drove past here, but he happened to see Elsa being surrounded.
He was afraid that Elsa would have something serious, so he wore a mask and came to
rescue her.
After being transformed by that ray of spiritual energy from the white stone, Charlie’s
skills have become extremely good, and the speed was much faster than before.
In addition, there were so many alleys here, Charlie quickly threw away the chasing
soldiers.
He hugged Elsa and ran a long distance before coming to the depths of a park before
stopping.

It’s getting late and the plants are dense in the depths of the park. Even if the opponent
catches up, they can hide their traces.
He put Elsa on the ground and frowned when he saw that her pants had been stained
red with blood.
Although Elsa lost too much blood, she managed to stay awake, pale and grateful:
“Thank you for saving me. Who are you?”
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Charlie glanced at her but didn’t say a word.
He has never looked down upon her, even if he reveals his true colors, what is the point?
It’s just annoying.
Therefore, it is better to hide to the end.
Moreover, he didn’t take special care of Elsa, he only took care of his wife Claire’s face
before he tried to save her.
Seeing that Charlie didn’t say a word, Elsa also understood what the other party meant,
and knew that the other party must not want to reveal the identity, so she was
embarrassed to ask further.
But she has a strong personality, not the kind of woman who clings to men. Since the
other party saved her, but she is not grateful for it, she always feels that she owes
something in her heart.
Just as Elsa wanted to ask, she heard a hoarse and cold voice in her ears.
“Take off your pants.”
Elsa raised her head in astonishment and saw the masked man’s eyes look on her body,
and she was suddenly angry.
Thought to escape the tiger’s mouth, but fell into the wolf den again.

This is a wilderness, and the opponent is so skilled, even if she shouts to the sky, she
can’t escape the clutches.
In despair, Elsa gritted her teeth and said sternly: “Don’t touch me, I will never be
humiliated! If you dare to do anything to me, I would rather die!”
Charlie was taken aback, deliberately suppressing the voice, pointing to her leg, and
said: “Your hamstring has been injured, and the wound is close to the aorta. If it is not
treated in time, it may become disabled. Now if the bleeding does not stop, it will send
you to a coma. If you say the hospital, it’s definitely too late to get to the hospital, what
do you say?”
Elsa looked at him in amazement, her cheeks suddenly hot.
She thought that the other party wanted to be unruly to her, but she didn’t expect
Seeing Elsa staring at him dumbfounded, Charlie sighed in his heart.
Elsa asked him timidly: “Can you help me stop the bleeding?”
Charlie nodded and said, “I have studied traditional medicine and can use acupuncture
techniques to stop bleeding and slow down the injury. Then you will have time to go to
the hospital for follow-up treatment.”
“Thank you.” Elsa’s face flushed, her voice was as inaudible as a mosquito.
She couldn’t help but glance at her wound, her heart was extremely contradictory.
This injury is impartial, just on the upper thigh, and she has to take off your pants.
But if she took it off, wouldn’t she be seen by the other side?
The Dong family’s upbringing is very strict, and Elsa never interacts with other men, let
alone let men touch her body.
Moreover, the Dong family has a family doctor who is a well-known western doctor
abroad. She does not believe that only acupuncture can stop bleeding and cure injuries.

Elsa thought for a while, and declined: “Thank you for your kindness, but please send me
to the hospital first, I think I can hold it.”
Charlie frowned, how could he not know what the other party was thinking.
Elsa must feel that she is not injured to death now, so she wants to go to the hospital
first.
But she knew that the reason she didn’t feel that serious right now was because he
secretly injected a trace of spiritual power into her body when he was holding her.
Otherwise, how could she have survived until now, having lost too much blood and
died?
Seeing that Charlie didn’t speak, Elsa believed that the injury should not be so serious,
so she wanted to stand up.
But as soon as she moved, the wound burst open, and a burst of blood spurted out.
Elsa’s body became soft, she sat on the ground dizzy, her face extremely pale.
Charlie frowned and said, “I just said that if you move around, this leg will definitely be
broken. Even if you go to the hospital, there is no way to cure it. Not to mention that
you have lost too much blood. It is possible to die in shock without waiting for the
ambulance to come. You can choose whether to cure it now or die!”
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Elsa clutched her legs and saw blood leaking from her fingers, she knew Charlie hadn’t
lied to her.
However, asking her to take off her pants in front of a strange man, she struggled
incomparably.
In the face of life and death, Elsa hesitated for a while and finally compromised.

She didn’t want to die, let alone become disabled.
Elsa’s face was flushed, she raised her head and glanced at Charlie, her heart thumped
and her whole body was strange.
Finally, she said softly: “I see, thank you.”
Charlie nodded, knelt down, and grabbed her trousers with both hands and tore it
forcefully.
Elsa suffocated her breath, her pretty face was so hot, her heart beat faster, she didn’t
dare to look at Charlie when she lowered her head.
Charlie’s eyes were calm, he saw the knife wound on her left leg, put his two fingers
together, and pointed at the acupuncture points.
A hint of spiritual energy dipped into the injury from his finger.
Charlie’s eyes were always staring at the wound, and he didn’t even glance at any other
place.
He gestured like flying, and after a few fingers went down, the blood in the wound
gradually stopped.
According to the medical techniques on the Nine Profound Heaven Scriptures, he was
able to completely heal Elsa’s injuries, regenerate her tendons, and even recover the
wounds on the spot, but Charlie didn’t want to shock her.
He just used fingers as acupuncture to help Elsa stop the bleeding, her muscles and
veins healed, and then she stopped. She only needs to bandage the remaining skin
wounds in the hospital and she can be discharged from the hospital and heal herself.
Elsa’s heart slammed into confusion, feeling that after Charlie tapped a few fingers, the
pain was relieved and the blood stopped, she was shocked.
Unexpectedly, the traditional medicine that her family considers useless is more useful
than western medicine!

“Okay.” Charlie said lightly, stood up without squinting, “You stand up and try.”
Elsa tried to stand up, her leg had stopped bleeding, she was surprised and happy.
She blushed and raised her head, and said shyly: “Since you don’t want to be named,
give me a chance to thank you?”
“No,” Charlie said coldly, he didn’t want to expose his identity.
“You saved me. If I can’t even thank you, I will be ashamed all my life.”
Elsa said stubbornly, and then took off a necklace from her neck: “This is my coming-ofage ceremony. Grandpa gave me a gift. You save my life and I want to give it to you.”
What she held in her hand was a platinum chain with a crystal clear pink diamond inlaid
on the pendant.
Charlie wanted to refuse, but he felt a faint aura on the pink diamond. He took it over
with a turn of his mind.
He nodded, took off his jacket, tied it around her waist, and said, “Excuse me, I tore your
pants. You can wrap my clothes around. I just used your phone to call I got the
emergency number of the nearby hospital. The ambulance will arrive in about a few
minutes. You are safe. I have something to do, will leave now.”
After speaking, Charlie turned around without looking back and disappeared into the
dense sorghum field as soon as his figure shook.
“Hey, wait,” Elsa yelled, and Charlie had already been lost in front of her eyes.
Outside the park at this time, the sound of the ambulance was heard.
She looked down at the jacket surrounding her body, and then at the direction in which
Charlie disappeared, feeling lost.
In the next second, she suddenly felt that the back when the other party left was so
familiar.

Elsa recalled for a while, and suddenly remembered that this back figure is exactly the
same as the chairman!
“Is it the chairman of the Emgrand Group?” Elsa was moved.
But she didn’t ask the other party’s name, nor did she see the other party’s appearance,
and she doesn’t know if the guess is true?
At this moment, Elsa suddenly discovered that a gray pebble had fallen from the place
where Charlie had just squatted. The words “peace and wealth” were still written on the
stone.
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This stone, accidentally fell out, right?
Elsa immediately grasped it like a treasure.
If she never sees him again, then this stone is the only token he left to her.
After Elsa was taken to the hospital by ambulance, her injuries were not serious after
diagnosis.
The doctor who treated didn’t know that she had undergone Charlie’s initial treatment,
and was extremely surprised at her injury.
Judging from the stab wound on her leg, it can be seen that the tendon is ruptured, and
damaged.
But for Elsa’s skin and flesh injuries, the tendons and veins inside were intact, as if they
had been reconnected, the veins and tendons were stronger.
The doctor told her: “You can recover from your injury after a few days of rest. To be
honest, this is really incredible. Did you do any special treatment for the wound?”
Elsa thought about the mysterious person, but she said: “I didn’t do anything special.”

The doctor sighed, “That’s amazing!”
Having said that, the doctor said again: “By the way, I have notified the police and they
will come soon. You can tell them about the attack.”
Elsa nodded gently.
The police came quickly.
It was the senior executives of the Emgrand Group who took a serious injury.
Among the police officers who came, someone knew the Willson family and knew she
was a guest of the Willson family, so they notified the family as well.
At the Willson family villa at this time, a large family is discussing what should be done.
Harold told them that something went wrong with Elsa, but did not say that it was
because of him. The Old Mrs. Willson still felt that this was a good opportunity for the
Willson family to perform. She must find a way to find Elsa, rescue her, and give Harold
an extra Add drama to help him capture Elsa’s heart.
When she heard that she was in the hospital, Lady Willson was immediately
disappointed and exclaimed: “If Harold could seize this hero’s chance to save her, it
would have been great!”
After speaking, she immediately said to everyone: “Come, let’s go to the hospital and
see!”
Harold had no bottom in his heart, but he could only bite the bullet and go to the
hospital with his family.
On the way, Harold had already thought about excuses, but he didn’t know if Elsa would
buy it.
Upon arriving at the hospital and seeing Elsa, Harold immediately showed a strong
surprise on his face, and hurriedly stepped forward: “Elsa, are you okay? I was about to
call my dad and take someone to save you.”

“Help me?” A hint of irony flashed across Elsa’s cold face, and said lightly: “I was almost
killed by you!”
Harold hurriedly explained: “Elsa, don’t get me wrong. I was trying to attract their
attention. After all, the person they were looking for was me, not you. I thought they
wouldn’t do anything to you.”
Elsa snorted coldly and was too lazy to speak with Harold, because she had already seen
the face of this person thoroughly, only thinking about how to go far away from him in
the future.
Seeing that Elsa didn’t blame him anymore, thinking she believed his statement, Harold
looked up and down Elsa and saw that she was surrounded by a men’s jacket. He
frowned, “Elsa, where are your pants?”
Elsa was full of disgust, didn’t want to talk to him at all, and said coldly: “It has nothing
to do with you!”
Old Mrs. Willson’s shrewd eyes swept over Elsa’s body, staring at the men’s jacket on
her, and stepped forward and asked: “Elsa, if you have anything, you can tell grandma,
that group of people didn’t do anything to you, right?”
Elsa said blankly: “They stabbed me. Fortunately, a young man who passed by saved me.
Because I had a leg injury, he helped me treat it. The pants were torn and he took off his
jacket. Give it to me, why, there is a problem?”
“Young man?” Old Mrs. Willson was shocked.
A young man rescued Elsa, which is not so good! In case Elsa feels good about the
young man, wouldn’t her precious grandson Harold has no chance?
Harold also said jealously at this time: “Elsa, how did the other party treat you? Did he
take off your pants and treat you?”
Elsa sneered and said sarcastically, “What does it have to do with you?”
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Harold only felt a “buzz” in his head, and a wave of jealousy hit his forehead.
He didn’t even touch Elsa’s hand, she was undressed by a strange man, and he was still
touching and pressing on her thigh.
How the h*ll can this be accepted!
Harold didn’t care at this moment that Elsa was extremely disappointed in him. He
gritted his teeth and said, “I don’t think this person wants to save you at all, but wants to
take advantage of the fire, and try to insult!”
As soon as Harold’s voice fell, all the eyes of the Willson family were focused on Elsa.
Everyone thought the same as him.
A beautiful and attractive woman lying in front of a strange man with disheveled
clothes, letting the other person rub her, the inner feelings of this make people think
about it.
Elsa was swaying with anger, extremely disappointed in Harold!
Not only did he escape first, but now he is maliciously speculating about her accident,
and in front of so many people, it is not only unscrupulous but shameless!
Elsa said coldly: “Harold, the person who saved me didn’t do anything wrong with me. I
took off my own pants! It has nothing to do with you!”
After that, Elsa gritted her teeth and cursed: “It’s you, Harold, everything is caused by
you tonight. When the other party brought people to seek revenge, you ran so fast and
left me where I was. I was stabbed, and you still say this now? Are you not shameless?”
Harold choked, his face flushed and he was speechless.
Elsa didn’t look at him at all, she immediately got up out of the ward, stopped a car, and
returned to the hotel where she was staying.

The Willson family was also stunned. No one thought that the truth of the matter turned
out to be this way!
It turned out that Harold caused the trouble and left Elsa again, which caused Elsa to be
stabbed.
As soon as Elsa walked away, the Old Mrs. Willson slapped Harold’s face with anger.
Harold was beaten up and Lady Willson scolded: “How do I usually teach you? Let you
please treat Elsa, you are good! You leave Elsa to fend for herself, you have done this
kind of animal behavior, how could she like it? It is all on you?”
“Grandma, I was wrong.” Harold clutched his hot face and suddenly woke up, regretting
it greatly.
Only then did he realize that he and Elsa would never be together!
Charlie returned home and did not tell his wife what happened tonight.
And his wife knew nothing about Elsa’s experience.
After all, Claire’s family has always been rejected by Lady Willson, so they are not
qualified to live in Willson’s villa, and naturally, there is nowhere to learn about these
things.
The next day, as soon as Claire got up, she received a call from the Lady Willson.
The Lady Willson said to her: “Claire, you go to Tianhao Building Materials Group today,
find a way to talk with their boss, see if they can you first credit us with 10 million
building materials, and wait until we settle the payment from the Emgrand Group.”
Claire hurriedly said, “Grandma, Tianhao Building Materials Group has done a lot of
business, and they have a high right to speak. They have never used credit.”
Lady Willson said: “There is no way. The Willson family has some problems with the
capital chain now. We can’t afford to advance so many costs and expenses. It is also very
difficult to obtain loans. We can only find a solution from Tianhao Building Materials
Group.”

Then, the Lady Willson said again: “Claire, now that the family is suffering from internal
and external troubles, your cousin doesn’t give me strength. Now I only rely on you.
Think of a way to have a good chat with Zhou Tianhao, the boss of Tianhao Building
Materials Group. As long as he nods, we have a chance!”
Claire hesitated for a moment, but reluctantly agreed, and said, “Grandma, let me try.”
“Well, good!” The Old Mrs. Willson breathed a sigh of relief and said, “Grandma believes
you can do it!”
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After hanging up the phone, Claire was a little melancholic.
Charlie couldn’t help asking: “What happened?”
Claire probably told Charlie about the matter again.
Charlie nodded and said, “Why don’t you tell the Emgrand Group and let them prepay
20 million for the project?”
Claire hurriedly said: “Well, how can we cooperate with Emgrand Group. We have
already climbed high. If we ask someone to pay for the project, we will be looked down
upon.”
Charlie wants to say, the Emgrand Group is your husband’s, what is the 20 million? Who
dares to look down on you?
But Claire didn’t know.
She said: “Well, let me talk to Mr. Tianhao.”
Charlie said: “Then I will go with you.”
“Inappropriate.” Claire said: “Isn’t it too unprofessional to take husband to discuss
business.”

After that, Claire said in a convenient way: “You just stay at home. If you are really bored,
go out. There is nothing wrong anyway.”
Seeing her resolute attitude, Charlie didn’t say much.
He knew that his wife had always been independent, and wanted to work hard on her
own for many things.
Then he might as well ask her to try, if it doesn’t work, he will come out to help secretly
After breakfast, Claire made an appointment with Zhou Tianhao, the boss of Tianhao
Building Materials Group, and drove there alone.
The Tianhao Building Materials Group is one of the largest building materials groups in
Aurous Hill and even in Jiangnan. It is mainly engaged in various aluminum alloy
building materials and is an indispensable supplier for large-scale real estate projects.
Zhou Tianhao was born in a not so well-off family, but he was lucky enough to get a
wife with a strong family, so he took the help of his wife’s house and developed to the
present stage.
However, Zhou Tianhao has a strict wife. Although his wife is very ugly, he never dared
to mess around outside, so Zhou Tianhao has a good reputation locally, saying that he is
a good man who never forgets his wife.
Tianhao Building Materials Group is located on the outskirts of the city, with a largescale factory with thousands of acres of land alone.
After Claire drove to Tianhao Building Materials Group, she came to the office building.
After stopping the car, Zhou Tianhao had been waiting in the lobby of the office
building for a long time.
Seeing her coming, Zhou Tianhao immediately put on an enthusiastic smile, walked to
Claire, proactively stretched out his hand, and said, “Oh, Mr. Willson, welcome!”
Claire stretched out her hand, shook it politely, and said with a smile: “Mr. Tianhao, you
are too polite.”

After speaking, she wanted to withdraw her hand.
But she found that Zhou Tianhao grabbed her hand and didn’t let go, and he even
tightened his grip.
Claire pulled out her hand hard, and said with a wary expression: “Mr. Tianhao, what are
you doing?”
Zhou Tianhao hurriedly scratched his head and smiled: “Oh, I’m so sorry. I always heard
of you all around and saw you today. I could not hold back. Please forgive me!”
Seeing him, Claire was also frank and was able to apologize directly, a little relieved.
At this time, Zhou Tianhao hurriedly made a gesture of inviting and said with a smile:
“Ms. Willson, please come to my office for a chat!”
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Zhou Tianhao took Claire to his office, and the moment the door closed, there was a
burst of heat in his eyes.
He quietly locked the door and then invited Claire to sit down on the sofa.
Claire looked cramped and sat opposite him with her hands folded.
Zhou Tianhao smiled and asked, “Ms. Willson, I don’t know if you came to me this time,
what cooperation do you want to talk to me about?”
Claire was a little embarrassed and said: “I’m telling you that Mr. Tianhao, our Willson
Group’s cash flow is a bit tight recently, so I want to ask you, can you first let us credit a
batch of building materials?”
“Account on credit?” Zhou Tianhao said with a look of embarrassment: “As for the
situation of our Tianhao Building Materials Group, Ms. Willson, you must be aware of it.
We never pay for credit or send out materials first. Get Materials but first release the
funds.

“I know.” Claire said apologetically, “I really can’t help it, but you can rest assured that
the company we cooperate with is Emgrand Group, which is the largest company in
Aurous Hill. They will definitely not default on our projects. As long as the payment is
paid back then, we will fill in the material payment for you immediately!”
Zhou Tianhao chuckled and said, “That’s what I said, but Ms. Willson, I’m not targeting
you. Do you know why I set the rule that no credit is allowed?”
Claire shook her head: “Why?”
Zhou Tianhao said: “I was also very good at talking before. Customers have to get the
goods first, and then settle the settlement later. I also agreed to expand the business
and maintain the relationship. All customers said that as long as Party A settles it for
them, they will settle the settlement immediately. But what happened? I lost more than
300 million in payment and they haven’t returned it yet!”
“so much?”
Claire was also stunned by this number.
All the assets of the entire Willson Group add up to just over one billion.
Unexpectedly, Zhou Tianhao couldn’t collect more than 300 million in payment for
goods alone!
Zhou Tianhao sighed and said: “There is no way. These partners who are reluctant to
settle the account using the same rhetoric. They all say that they will give me soon and
immediately, but they just don’t in reality.”
Speaking of this, Zhou Tianhao shook his head and said with emotion: “In the end, there
is really no way. I cannot stop all credit cooperation channels. You can get the goods. I
have more goods here, but you must pay first.”
Claire’s expression was particularly disappointed. It seemed that this matter could not be
settled the way she wants.
However, she also knows that since others have this principle, it is not good to tell them
to give up the principle, so she stood up and said, “I’m really sorry, Mr. Tianhao. I will go

back and talk to my grandmother. I should raise funds as soon as possible. Come to
work with you then.”
When Zhou Tianhao saw her getting up to leave, he immediately said: “Oh, oh! Don’t
worry, Ms. Willson!”
With that said, Zhou Tianhao hurriedly stood up and continued: “What I said just now
was for ordinary partners, but with Ms. Willson, naturally I have to count it separately!”
Claire asked with some puzzlement: “Mr. Tianhao, what do you mean?”
Zhou Tianhao squinted his eyes and looked at Claire greedily.
To be honest, Claire is so beautiful!
The beautiful ones make Zhou Tianhao out of breath!
In all these years, Zhou Tianhao faced the yellow-faced woman at home, and that ugly
and shriveled woman was a thousand miles worse than Claire.
Claire looks impeccable, and her figure is even more irritating. Such a woman is simply
the best!
Why can’t he have such a blessing?
Why should such a superb woman marry a famous waste in the city?
Is her rubbish husband stronger?
Thinking of this, Zhou Tianhao seemed to have countless ants crawling around some
parts of his body.

Chapter 126:

He felt that he hadn’t had a chance to cheat for so many years, let alone touch the best
beauties, seeing that half of his life had passed, he had been paying tribute to the
disgusting yellow-faced woman.
Today is the best opportunity to break the shackles of fate!
Correct!
He wants to try this girl in front of him!
Try this super beauty that all men in the city are crazy about!
Thinking of this, he smiled and said: “Oh, Ms. Willson, since you have this need, then we
can have a good chat. I am Tianhao, not as bad as you think.”
Claire thought there was a play, and hurriedly sat down and asked with joy, “Mr.
Tianhao, would you like to give us building materials on credit?”
Tianhao deliberately didn’t say everything thoroughly, but rather vaguely said: “If it’s
someone else, I will definitely reject it directly, but if it’s Ms. Willson, then I can consider
it.”
Claire hurriedly said: “In fact, our cooperation with Emgrand Group is really close. If you
give us the building materials on credit, we will be able to give you the money
immediately after the first batch of settlement from Emgrand.”
Tianhao nodded and said, “Wait for me, I will make a pot of tea and we will talk over it.”
With that, he got up and went to take out a teapot from the cupboard.
With his back facing Claire, he put the tea in the pot while taking out a box of sleeping
pills from his pocket.
He usually took this box of pills by himself. He had some insomnia recently. The doctor
prescribed some powerful sleeping pills for him. One pill will basically give him a good
night’s sleep.

Tianhao wanted to take the opportunity to handle Claire in the office, so he put six
sleeping pills in the water.
In this way, as long as Claire drinks a cup of tea, it is basically equivalent to taking
medicine.
When the action of medicine comes up, isn’t she at the mercy of him?
You can put her to sleep first, then use your mobile phone to take some exposed videos
and photos, and then use this to blackmail her for good!
As long as Claire called the police or told others what she was thinking, he would
threaten her and publish these photos and videos, so that she would not be able to lift
her head for the rest of her life and be pointed out for the rest of her life!
He believes Claire will never call the police or make public announcements.
At that time, he will have all the initiative!
He can fix her to have a relationship at any time, as long as she disagrees, he will
threaten her with videos and photos and force her to submit!
In this way, wouldn’t she be equivalent to having a best friend? Hahaha, is that still
unhappy ending for him?
The more he thought about it, the more excited he became. After making the tea, his
complexion returned to normal, and he returned to the sofa to sit down.
While pouring Claire a cup of tea, he said: “Ms. Willson, don’t worry, let’s talk slowly with
a cup of tea.”
Claire didn’t think much about it. After speaking so much, she felt a little dry and dry, so
he picked up the teacup and took a big sip.
Tianhao is so excited now!

He stared at Claire with fiery eyes, watching her slender and straight legs, slender waist,
perfect figure, and pretty face.
This woman really exudes a charming aura everywhere, which makes his heart beat more
and more.
Today is a godsend gift day for him!
When he thinks that he can enjoy this perfect woman in a while, Tianhao feels like he
will burn all over!
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Seeing Claire drank his tea, Tianhao was very excited.
Now, just wait for the effect of the drug to take place!
After Claire drank the cup of tea, she soon realized that something was wrong!
It seems that her head is a little dizzy and heavy!
What is going on?
She was shocked.
Did Tianhao mixed medicine in the tea this time?
Thinking of this, Claire trembled in shock!
She wanted to get up, but she felt that her legs were a little weaker.
Looking at it this way, she is afraid it is difficult to escape on her own!
Taking advantage of her own consciousness, she quietly turned on the phone, found
Charlie’s number on WeChat, and pressed the button to speak.

The voice was sent here, and at the same time, she said to Tianhao: “Mr. Tianhao, I feel a
little dizzy. There is nothing wrong with this tea, right?”
Tianhao laughed and said, “No problem! This tea is top-notch. It costs more than 10,000
a catty. It is delicious. Would you have another cup?”
Claire said: “No thank you, Mr. Tianhao, I’m a little uncomfortable. Could you please
send me out?”
Tianhao laughed a few times. He was sitting on Claire’s side, but at this time, he got up
and walked to the side of Claire and sat down next to her.
Looking at the restless Claire, Tianhao smiled and said: “Mr. Willson, everyone says you
are the top beauty in Aurous Hill. I saw you today. It really is a well-deserved reputation.
I really admire it!”
Seeing that he posted it, Claire moved to the other side, shook her head, and said, “Mr.
Tianhao, can you please stay away from me?”
Tianhao smiled and said, “What’s wrong with Ms. Willson? We are partners. It doesn’t
hurt to get close, right?”
With that said, Tianhao’s body once again stuck to Claire’s side.
Claire wanted to hide again, but he had reached the edge of the sofa and could only
shrink her body vigorously to prevent Tianhao from touching it.
Tianhao has been leaning towards her, his eyes are constantly looking at her.
Claire’s brain became heavier and heavier, and when her hands were loosened, his voice
was sent to Charlie.
Charlie was doing housework at home at this time, and suddenly received a voice from
his wife, subconsciously opened it, and suddenly the whole body was violent!
Oh sh!t!

This d*mn Tianhao even dared to think loosely about his wife.
He immediately took out his mobile phone and called Issac directly, and said with a
black face: “All the hands you can mobilize must go to the Tianhao Building Materials
Group. I will raze it to the ground today!”
Issac asked in surprise: “Mr., what’s the matter? This Tianhao’s wife still has some
strength in the family. It is a small family attached to ours. If we rashly level the Tianhao
Building Materials Group, we will not be able to compete with other younger brothers.”
Charlie asked in a cold voice, “That Tianhao, who wants to assault my wife, tell me, is it
rash to level him?! Huh?!”
Issac suddenly shuddered!
He thought Tianhao got the young master by accident, but he didn’t expect that he
turned his mind on the young lady!
If you dare to have this kind of rebellious idea, the crime cannot be blamed!
So he immediately said: “Mr. Wade, I will immediately mobilize the staff and rush over!”
“Okay! I’m going there now too!”
Issac immediately said, “Where are you, Mr. Wade? I will let the helicopter pick you up,
so it will be faster!”
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“It is good!”
After a while, a top-heavy civilian helicopter roared up.
In the helicopter, sitting Issac and ten masters in black.

His expression is extremely ugly. d*mn, there are still people who dare to do something
to the young lady in this one-third of an acre in Aurous Hill. He is really looking for
death!
The helicopter was extremely fast, and it was upstairs to Claire’s house in a flash.
Charlie rushed to the rooftop, climbed directly into the helicopter, and immediately said
to Issac: “Hurry up at the fastest speed!”
At this time, in Tianhao Building Materials Group.
Seeing that Claire was already unable to struggle, Tianhao laughed excitedly, and
immediately stretched out his hands, wanting to take off Claire’s clothes!
At this moment, the door was suddenly kicked open by a few people!
An ugly, but aggressive woman rushed in with a few men who looked like bodyguards!
Seeing that Tianhao was about to take off Claire’s clothes, the woman was extremely
angry and blurted out, “Tianhao! You dare to eat without me!”
Tianhao was frightened suddenly!
Why did you find this yellowface woman?
Tianhao didn’t know that almost all the people around him were bought by his wife.
Every day he went and who came to him, his wife knew exactly where he went what he
did, whom he met.
Hearing that Claire came to Tianhao, his wife immediately became vigilant.
Claire was a famous beauty in Aurous Hill. Because his wife was so ugly, she hated the
beauty most. Hearing that Claire was here, she immediately set out to the office.
really!

As soon as she arrived, she found out that her husband was going to get together with
Claire!
Tianhao was shocked at this time, and hurriedly said: “Wife! Wife, listen to me. Let me
explain! It was she who seduced me!”
Claire’s face was flushed with redness and her clothes were a little untidy, she was
immediately angry and cursed: “d*mn! You dog men and women! None of you can
escape today!”
Having said that, she immediately said to the bodyguards around her: “Get me the dog
and the b!tch!”
Several bodyguards rushed up immediately, grasped Tianhao firmly, and held Claire with
their hands behind their back.
Lianpo first rushed to Tianhao, slapped in the face, and yelled: “You b@stard! Our Feng
family treats you very well. Without our family, you still don’t know which public toilet to
use. Yeah, you still dare to betray me!”
As Lianpo said, she beat him hard, shaking angrily.
Tianhao was screaming and cried, “My wife, don’t blame me, you really can’t blame me!
blame this vixen, she seduced me!”
Lianpo asked coldly: “You tell me clearly what is going on!”
Tianhao hurriedly explained: “This Claire, there is a problem with the cash outflow at
home, so she wants to come to me on credit for 10 million building materials. Our
factory never credits, you know, and I never give anyone credit opportunity”
Speaking of this, Tianhao pointed at Claire angrily and cursed: “This shameless vixen,
seeing that I refused her, she said that he would accompany me to sleep, hoping that I
could give her building materials on credit.”
Lianpo asked coldly: “Then you go up and get ready to sleep with her?”

“I didn’t!” Tianhao said bitterly, “I was just confused for a while, but nothing really
happened between me and her!”
Lianpo was so annoyed that she stepped forward to Claire and looked at her, who was
already a little confused. She raised her hand and slapped her severely: “Smelly b!tch!
Do you dare to seduce my husband and see me today? I won’t kill you? I will not only
kill you! I will destroy your sorrowful face!”
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Lianpo slapped Claire’s face and immediately made Claire a little more sober.
She covered her face, looked at the fierce woman in front of her, and subconsciously
asked: “Who are you and what are you going to do?”
Lianpo gritted her teeth and said: “What am I going to do? I’m going to kill you, you
stinky frame!”
After all, she shouted to the bodyguard next to her: “Where’s the knife? Give it to me!
I’m going to cut off the face of this stinky frame!”
“Yes, Miss!”
The bodyguard immediately took out a sharp knife and said respectfully: “Miss, with this
kind of person, don’t dirty your hands, let me do it!”
Lianpo raised her hand and gave him a slap, grabbed the knife from his hand, and
cursed: “Bast@rd, dare to talk to me at this time?”
The bodyguard immediately knelt on the ground and said in horror: “Miss, I was wrong,
please forgive me!”
Lianpo kicked him away and said angrily: “Get out of here!”
After that, with a knife, she would come over and scratch Claire’s face.

Claire was trembling in fright, trying to break free, but her body was controlled by the
bodyguard, and she couldn’t move at all, and her body was so soft that she couldn’t get
her strength.
At this critical moment, someone suddenly shouted: “Give me the knife!”
Lianpo turned her head, and a young man rushed in with ten men in black!
“Who are you, drafting, dare to take care of my business? Do you know who I am?”
Charlie gritted his teeth and said: “I don’t f*cking care who you are!”
After speaking, he rushed over and kicked the woman out.
Seeing Charlie, Claire broke down and cried, yelling: “Husband, save me”
With luck, Charlie gathered all the spiritual energy in his body on his fist, and suddenly
punched the two bodyguards who were holding his wife.
boom!
The two of them were blasted out in an instant and hit the wall directly, and fell
unconscious!
Claire was no longer under control, but when her legs became weak, she immediately
fell to the ground.
Charlie immediately rushed up and hugged her in his arms, seeing a slap print on her
face, the blood was dripping with distress!
“Claire, don’t worry! Husband will give you revenge!”
Claire cried bitterly, hugged Charlie, crying, and said, “Husband, husband, take me
home.”
Charlie patted her on the back and calmly said: “Don’t worry, your husband will take you
home, no one can hurt you!”

As he said, a wave came out of his hand, making Claire fall asleep deeply.
Charlie put Claire on the sofa next to him and said to Issac, “Protect my wife for me!”
Issac nodded and said sternly, “Mr. Wade, don’t worry, she is in safe hands, I will raise
my head to see you!”
Charlie turned to look at the yellow-faced woman who was kicked by him, grabbed her
from the ground, and punched her in the face: “You beat my wife?”
Lianpo was full of blood and shouted hoarsely: “Do you dare to beat me! Do you know
who I am? I will kill you!”
After that, she shouted to the bodyguard next to her: “Kill him for me! Kill him! Whoever
killed him, I will give him one million!”
When several bodyguards got excited, they rushed up immediately.
Charlie said blankly to Issac’s men: “Kill me! Kill me!”
Several people in black immediately took out the pitch-black pistols from their pockets
and pulled the trigger at the bodyguards!
These bodyguards never dreamed that the group of people in black who came here
would have guns!
Moreover, their marksmanship is excellent!
Every shot directly hit the skull of these bodyguards!
In an instant, all the bodyguards of Lianpo died tragically!
Everyone’s skull was lifted by bullets!
Lianpo was frightened by this sudden scene: “Who are you?”
Charlie sneered: “I am Claire’s husband!”

Tianhao, who was standing silly next to him, trembled with scared legs: “You, you are the
live-in son-in-law of Willson family?”
Charlie smiled and asked him: “What? Are you curious, how can a son-in-law have such
a strong background?”
Tianhao nodded repeatedly.
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Lianpo beside him calmed down and blurted out: “Tell you! My name is Lianpo! I am the
daughter of the Feng family in Haicheng! Have you heard of the Feng family? Our
master is the Wade family of Eastcliff! If you provoke me, no matter how strong your
background is, our Feng family will never spare you! The Wade family will never spare
you!”
“Oh?” Charlie smiled coldly, and said to the yellow-faced woman: “Listen well, I am the
son of the Wade family of Eastcliff! I am your master! My name is! Wade! Issac!!!”
“boom!!!”
When these words came out, Lianpo was struck by lightning!
She looked at Charlie with wide eyes like a ghost.
“You, you, you are Wade Family Mr. Wade? How could it be possible! How could Wade
Family Mr. Wade be in a small place like Aurous Hill!”
At this time, Issac suddenly came over and yelled: “Lianpo! Do you dare to be tough
when you are about to die? This is our young master Charlie!”
Lianpo only saw Issac!
Issac!
This

This is the spokesperson of the Wade Family in Aurous Hill!
He is also the person who her father has been trying his best to curry favor!
Why is he here?
Is it
Is it
Is this young man really the young master of the Wade family? ! ? !
Lianpo suddenly collapsed, kneeling on the ground and kowtow desperately: “Mr.Wade,
I was wrong, Mr.Wade! Mr. Wade, please forgive me, Mr. Wade! I really know that Mr.
Wade. I am wrong! If I knew it was your wife I would never Dare to touch her with a
finger, Mr. Wade!”
Tianhao also peed his pants in fright. He knelt on the ground with a plop and said with
tears: “Mr.Wade, please forgive me.”
Charlie’s expression was sullen: “If you are plotting against my wife, do you still expect
me to spare you?”
After all, Charlie shouted to men in black, “Shoot this bast@rd thing in his crotch!”
“boom!”
A man in black raised his hand and fired without hesitation.
In an instant, there was a burst of blood in the crotch of Tianhao
His roots are broken!
Charlie said again: “Break his spine, I want him to be paraplegic in a high position, and
he can only move above his neck for a lifetime!”

The two black-clothed men from behind immediately stepped forward and punched
Tianhao at the lumbar spine.
Click!
Tianhao felt a sharp pain!
But the pain only lasted for a second!
Next second!
Tianhao felt that he had completely lost consciousness from below his neck!
High paraplegia?
Wouldn’t he has to lie down and live in this life? ! He doesn’t even have the ability to
stand up! He doesn’t even have the ability to control his bowels anymore!
Life is better than death, isn’t it a living dead? !
Tianhao was extremely desperate, and he wished to kill this man, but at this time he
didn’t even have the ability to kill himself!
The man in black looked at Charlie and asked, “Mr.Wade, what should I do with this
yellow-faced woman?”
Charlie said with a cold face: “Same! Let them be a couple of the living dead!”
Lianpo went crazy, grabbing her hair and screaming, yelling for mercy.
But Charlie would not give her a chance.
There is only a dead-end if you dare to ruffle his feathers!
Do not!
It’s so cheap to kill them with one shot!

Life is better than death for a lifetime, it is the best end!
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Lianpo’s spine also broke!
again!
Both husband and wife have high paraplegia!
There will never be a chance of recovery!
Issac stepped forward at this time and said respectfully: “Mr.Wade, the three hundred
heavy excavators I have mobilized have arrived. As long as you say something, we will
immediately flatten the entire Tianhao Building Materials Group!”
“Okay!” Charlie nodded and said coldly: “Notify all the workers that the evacuation will
be completed within ten minutes! Ten minutes later, it will be all flattened here!!!”
Tianhao and Lianpo were frightened.
A lifetime of hard work, is this over?
Everything is gone, and they can only be the living dead in the future. Without money,
who will take care of them?
Charlie doesn’t care about them.
He asked to turn on the fire alarm, and the entire factory immediately began to
evacuate.
Later, Charlie picked up Claire, who was already asleep and asked several people in black
to carry Tianhao and Lianpo who were unable to move.
When everyone stepped out of the office building, the entire factory was almost
evacuated.

The workers thought that there was a fire, and all ran out as if to flee for their lives.
At this time, three hundred excavators have surrounded the factory.
Thousands of people called by Issac are in the periphery, and they are evacuating all the
workers.
Standing in the square, Charlie said to Tianhao and Lianpo: “I want you to see with your
own eyes how your hard work turns to ashes!”
After that, he immediately said to Issac: “Let the excavator come in! Take it down for
me!”
Three hundred excavators came in vigorously.
The buckets and guns on the excavator made huge movements, like three hundred
heavy tanks, directly tore apart several workshops of the entire factory, and then
flattened them, leaving a piece of rubble.
Tianhao and Lianpo were extremely desperate.
This is all their hard work!
These factories, brick by brick and beam by beam, are the result of their half-life’s hard
work.
It can be said that the factory is like their child.
Now, someone tore down their factory a little bit, this is simply torturing!
At this moment, the two of them had absolutely no idea of survival.
There is only one idea in the mind.
It’s death!
However, it does not exist.

Charlie will not give them a chance to die!
Let them taste the pain for the rest of their lives!
Later, Charlie said to the two of them: “I will spare you a dog’s life, but you will
remember me, anyone who dares to reveal my identity to the outside world, I must kill
his family without a leaving a person! Not even a dog will be left!”
The two of them collapsed in fright and cried: “Mr. Wade, we dare not master! Kill us, we
dare not reveal your identity, master”
Charlie nodded.
Looking at the husband and wife who had become useless, and the Tianhao Building
Materials Group that had become ruins, the ill feeling in his heart was finally released.
Afterward, he said to Issac: “Let the helicopter come over and take us back!”
Issac nodded immediately, and then respectfully asked: “Mr. Wade, I think the young
lady may have been drugged, should I send her to the hospital, or I will arrange a doctor
to come home?”
Charlie waved his hand: “No, just send us back!”
When he returned home, Claire still did not wake up.
This is mainly because Charlie did not take back the spiritual energy in her body.
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After returning home and putting her on the bed, he took the spell back from Claire’s
body.
Immediately afterward, Claire woke up quietly.
“Husband!” Claire opened her eyes, saw Charlie’s face, and immediately assured him
with ecstasy, and then she couldn’t help crying.

Charlie hurriedly comforted her: “It’s okay baby, don’t be afraid, your husband brought
you home.”
“home?”
Claire looked around now.
Realizing that it was the bedroom of Charlie and herself, she couldn’t help but ask:
“Tianhao didn’t embarrass you, right?”
“No.” Charlie said: “Tianhao and his wife have become paraplegic, and the entire
Tianhao Building Materials Group has also been razed to the ground. This means that
many injustices will kill themselves.”
Claire was shocked: “How come? What is going on?”
Charlie smiled faintly: “I called a few friends to help and snatched you out. As a result,
the Tianhao Building Materials Group, the entire office building, and the factory were all
tofu projects. After they came out, one of their workshops exploded. The whole factory
building was blown up, but unfortunately, you fell asleep at the time, otherwise, you
could see the domino-like heroic scene!”
Claire couldn’t believe it: “A good factory, a workshop exploded, and it was razed to the
ground?”
“Yes.” Charlie nodded: “It’s so powerful! I think they are condemned by heaven!”
After all, he immediately quietly sent a message to Issac.
“Get the media, let them claim that Tianhao Building Materials Group caused a chain
reaction because of the explosion in the workshop, and the factory collapsed!”
Issac immediately replied: “Don’t worry, young master, getting on the news right away!”
A few minutes later, Claire was still trying her best to recall the details before the coma,
and her mobile phone suddenly received a lot of news notifications.

She glanced at the title, and she was stunned!
The news headline is all about the Aurous Hill Tianhao Building Materials Group’s
accident. The accident led to the collapse of the engineering workshop of the whole
plant. Several people died. The owner Tianhao and his wife were also seriously injured.
The doctor said that he was afraid it was paraplegia!
Charlie said at this moment: “Here, I didn’t lie to you, did I?”
Only then did Claire believe it, and exclaimed: “He was a really evil and evil is rewarded!”
After speaking, she hurriedly asked Charlie: “When you came in, the bad guy didn’t do
anything to me, right?”
Charlie nodded and said, “Your clothes were intact when I went. It was Tianhao’s wife
who rushed to stop him from invading you.”
Claire shed two lines of tears: “Charlie, I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to do this”
Charlie hurriedly said: “Silly girl, what are you talking about? I won’t blame you! It’s all
me, your husband, who didn’t protect you well, and let this kind of bad guy come in and
almost hurt you.”
Claire was so moved in her heart that she lightly hugged Charlie without saying a word.
At this moment, she realized that Charlie had extremely deep feelings for her, which
made her feel a great sense of happiness in her heart.
One afternoon, Tianhao Building Materials Group was razed to the ground.
The entire upper class of Aurous Hill was in an uproar.
Although the news is said to be an accident to the outside world, none of them will
believe this kind of rhetoric.
Everyone immediately began to speculate as to which big man did it.

Think about it, almost no one in Aurous Hill can do this.
Who is the one?
Everyone immediately began to think of many clues about Aurous Hill recently.
More than a dozen Rolls Royces, more than 10 million in cash to buy jadeite, became a
mysterious god-level rich man who became popular on YouTube;
Acquired the Emgrand Group and threw 2 billion to build a six-star hotel, the Emgrand
chairman;
The mysterious person who entrusted the Shangri-La Hanging Garden and held the
wedding ceremony for two people in unprecedented history;
And this big man who razed Tianhao Building Materials Group to the ground in one
afternoon
All these clues all point to one person!
The only possibility for these clues is the mysterious chairman of the Emgrand Group!
Besides him, who else has this ability?
This time, the identity of the chairman of Emgrand Group in Aurous Hill has become
even more unfathomable!
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The saddest person when the Tianhao Building Materials Group is destroyed is Mrs.
Willson.
Now the Willson family’s economy is a little stagnant, she also hopes that Claire can
persuade Tianhao Building Materials Group to first release a batch of building materials
on credit, which can be regarded as a disguised solution to the financial pressure.

Unexpectedly, the entire Tianhao Building Materials Group was wiped out in one
afternoon!
Now, what Lady Willson worries about most is the issue of funds. How to raise a sum of
funds has become her greatest nightmare.
Claire did not tell her grandmother what happened yesterday. With this experience, she
secretly decided not to deal with other family matters in the future and concentrate on
cooperating with the Emgrand Group. Other things, even if grandma asks, she will never
interfere.
The next day, Claire recovered from a lot of mental and physical conditions, and couldn’t
wait to go to work.
Charlie went out in the morning to go shopping for groceries, and when he returned
home, he saw the Old Master, Jacob, sitting on the sofa with a depressed expression
and sighed.
He frowned and asked, “Dad, why are you in a bad mood? Who made you unhappy
again? Could it be that you were cheated on buying antiques once again?”
Jacob took a sip of jasmine tea and said angrily: “Don’t mention antiques, sh!t, I’m angry
when you mention it!”
“What?” Charlie couldn’t help asking: “Are you really cheated?”
Jacob said: “It’s not because of the number of places in the auction of Jumbo Pavilion!”
Charlie asked in surprise, “What is Treasure Pavilion?”
“It is a clubhouse of the Aurous Hill Cultural and Play Association. It often holds highend auctions of culture and antiques. The auctions are all good things that are not
available on the market. Every family has a place to participate.”
When Jacob spoke, a trace of fascination appeared on his face.
But then, he said in a frustrated voice: “The Willson family only got an invitation letter,
and your grandma actually gave it to Harold. The kid Harold has never been in contact

with antiques at all and doesn’t understand anything. What are you going to do? Shame
on it!”
Charlie knew that his father-in-law was very obsessed with antiques, and it must be very
uncomfortable for him to lose this opportunity.
So Charlie smiled and said, “Dad, if you really want to go, just ask the scalper to buy an
invitation letter.”
Jacob waved his hand: “The organizer of the Treasure Pavilion auction is the Song
family. The Song family is the most powerful family in Aurous Hill. I don’t know how
many people want it, how can it be bought.”
Charlie smiled.
It turned out to be an auction organized by the Song family.
Warnia, the eldest of the Song family, didn’t she beg him to help identify antiques?
Little things like invitation letters should be solved by saying hello to her.
Thinking of this, Charlie said indifferently: “Some of the friends I know happen to be
from this Aurous Hill family. It shouldn’t be difficult to get two invitation letters.”
Jacob didn’t believe it, and shook his head and said, “Forget it, what kind of decent
friends can you know? I think it’s just some friends of friends. How can they be able to
contact the Song family.”
Charlie didn’t say a word, and went straight downstairs, got through to Warnia’s phone,
and said, “Miss Song, can you help me get two invitation letters for the Treasure Pavilion
auction?”
Warnia said directly, “Mr. Charlie, are two enough? If there are not enough, I will give
you a few more.”
Charlie took a look at the invitation letter, and said, “Enough, but I will participate with
the Old Master.”

Jacob is a literary fan, Claire and his mother-in-law are not interested at all. Even if they
let them go, it would be a waste of time.
Charlie knew the virtues of his father-in-law after the last Antique Street incident. He
had to follow him and monitor him because he is afraid that his head would be dizzy
and he would be pitted so that he had no pants left.
By the way, he also wanted to go over and see if there were any rare elixir or treasures at
the auction.
Speaking of treasures, Charlie couldn’t help but think of the stone that said “Peace and
Prosperity”.
After saving Elsa, the stone disappeared. He estimated that it was lost in the process of
saving her.
Afterward, he went back to search for it via the route of the day but did not find it.
Fortunately, the aura of that stone has been absorbed by him, otherwise, he would really
regret it.
Since “Jumbo Pavilion” auctions are all precious treasures in the world, maybe he can
gain something.
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Until Claire came home from getting off work, Jacob still looked listless and couldn’t
even lift his energy after dinner.
Charlie knew that he was sulking because of the auction invitation.
At this time, Warnia just called and said, “Mr. Charlie, I’m sorry, I’m working in Haicheng
this afternoon, and I’m downstairs at your house now, so I will hand you the invitation
letter.”
Charlie hurriedly said, “I’ll come down and get it!”

After speaking, he hurried out.
Warnia sat downstairs in her Rolls-Royce, saw Charlie come out, got out of the car, and
handed him two invitation letters.
Charlie thanked her and returned home without chatting with her.
Back home, the Old Master was still angry.
Claire persuaded him: “Oh, dad, don’t be angry. Grandma gave the invitation letter to
Harold, hoping that Harold could take this opportunity to get to know a few people in
the upper class and engage in social relationships.”
Jacob sighed: “Hey, your grandma has been partial since she was a child. She didn’t wait
to see me, she loved your uncle and Harold. It’s still like this until now. It’s really
annoying for me!”
Claire nodded helplessly, she also knew that grandma was eccentric.
Grandma felt that her father had nothing to do with her, and he didn’t have much
ability.
Then she felt that Claire was a girl and couldn’t inherit the family business, so she was a
little bit more pampering towards Harold.
Later, when she married Charlie, her grandmother had completely abandoned her
family.
At this time, Charlie walked to the front and handed two golden invitation letters to the
Old Master, and said: “Dad, I have the invitation letter you want.”
“What!!”
Jacob jumped up like a spring on his butt!
He snatched the invitation letter in Charlie’s hand, and hurriedly opened it and glanced
at it. He was so excited that he couldn’t speak.

Claire next to him was also particularly surprised. She took the invitation letter in her
father’s hand and looked at it. It turned out to be an invitation letter from “Jumbo
Pavilion”.
“Great! Charlie, you are really my good son-in-law.” Jacob flushed with excitement and
even said nothing.
He stretched out his hand and patted Charlie’s shoulder: “My daughter married you, she
really married the right person.”
“Hey, just an invitation letter, it makes you so happy that your mind is not clear.” Elaine
cursed badly.
Jacob clutched the invitation letter tightly and said to Elaine dissatisfiedly: “What do you
know, this is an invitation letter from Jumbo Pavilion!”
After speaking, he smiled and said to Charlie: “Sit down and eat!”
Then he greeted Claire: “Go, get the bottle of seal wine in my room, and have I will have
a couple of glasses with my good son-in-law tonight.”
Elaine looked at Jacob’s happiness and gave Charlie a look of anger, no longer speaking.
Claire was also very happy, but she had some doubts. After taking out the medicinal
liquor, she sat down beside Charlie and bumped her elbow: “Where did you get this
invitation letter?”
She also inquired about the company in the afternoon and wanted to get an invitation
letter for her dad, but when she asked, she realized that the invitation letter from Jumbo
Pavilion was limited to every family!
How did Charlie get it?
Charlie smiled and said: “I asked a friend what I wanted, and he also got two invitation
letters, but he didn’t want to go, so he gave it to me.”
“Is there such a coincidence?” Claire was dubious, “Why haven’t I heard you say that
there is a friend with such good family conditions? What is his name?”

Charlie said lightly: “His name is Qin. I helped him in Antique Street last time. Dad
knows.”
Jacob also nodded again and again: “It’s true that the Qin also gave a jade bracelet to
Charlie, said to be worth five or six million!”
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As soon as Elaine heard that he had given away a bracelet worth five or six million, her
eyes flashed!
“Bracelet? Where is it? Show it to me!”
Charlie was wary in his heart and said, “Mom, the bracelet is in the bedroom, but I plan
to return this one.”
“Return?” Elaine couldn’t help frowning: “Is your brain sick? Return a five or six million
things?”
Charlie said: “I only did a small favor, and they gave such a valuable thing. It’s not
appropriate.”
“What is appropriate and inappropriate!” Elaine blurted out: “If he dares to give it to us,
he dares to ask for it! What about the bracelet? If you don’t need it, I want it!”
Charlie knew that the mother-in-law didn’t hold back any good thoughts. The bracelet
was actually intended to be given to Claire by him, but he had not found a suitable
reason to tell her, so he put it on hold.
Unexpectedly, Jacob’s mouth was quick enough, and it shook out all at once.
It’s not that Charlie is reluctant to bear a bracelet of several million. After all, he has
nearly 10 billion in his card. What kind of bracelet he can’t afford?
But the key is that he feels that his mother-in-law really doesn’t deserve to wear such
precious things. With her shrewd temper and petty character, wearing a bracelet of
30,000 to 20,000 is worthy of her.

However, the mother-in-law Elaine was not willing to miss the opportunity at this time.
Five or six million bracelets, how much face is it?
So she urged again and again: “Where is the bracelet? Take it out and let me have a
look!”
Claire next to him also knew that if this bracelet was really taken out and got into
mother’s hand, it would not come back.
So she also said, “Mom, since it’s something to be returned to others, let’s not take it
out to see it. In case it hits and falls, it’s not easy to explain it to others.”
“Return back?” Elaine was anxious, stood up, and reprimanded: “Did your brain kick the
donkey?”
Claire knew that her mother would definitely want to spoil her next time, so she
resolutely said: “Mom, don’t talk about it, I have already discussed with Charlie, this is
the case.”
Elaine also knew Claire’s temper. If she insisted on giving it back, she couldn’t stop it.
Thinking of the millions worth thing to be returned, she immediately shed tears in
distress, crying and said: “It’s okay to hire a son-in-law, and it’s okay to hire a son-in-law.
The girl and me are not in the same mind, I am just dead!”
Claire clipped a piece of meat to her mother and said, “Okay mom, I will buy you a
bracelet in the future.”
“This is what you said!”
The day of the auction.
Charlie had just left the room and came to the living room early in the morning. Jacob
was already waiting impatiently and greeted him excitedly when he saw him.
“Charlie, let’s go quickly, don’t be late.”

Knowing that he could go to the auction, Jacob didn’t sleep well all night. He had
already waited for Charlie here. As soon as he saw Charlie coming out, he lied to him
and left.
Treasure Pavilion is a group of cultural and recreational lovers in Aurous Hill City, a
cultural and recreational association organized spontaneously. Its base camp is in a
manor in a scenic suburb of the city.
The president of the association has a background. It is said that personality is a real
estate giant in the province who loves culture and entertainment. He took the lead in
investing 100 million and gathered a group of businesspeople who also love cultural
and entertainment items to form the “Jumbo Pavilion.”
Charlie and Jacob arrived at the gate of Jumbo Manor, parked the car, got out of the
car, and looked around.
The surrounding scenery is really chic and quiet, with a sense of extravagance, and all
the cars parked outside are luxury cars, and the worst are Porsches.
The 5 Series BMW that Charlie drove was like a pheasant that fell into a phoenix den,
especially dazzling.
When the Old Master got out of the car, he had to walk inside.
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Jacob was extremely excited. This was the first time he had come to such a high-end
occasion. He kept looking around, but he was still a little afraid and couldn’t let go of his
hands and feet.
At the entrance of the venue, Jacob showed the invitation letter nervously.
He was a little worried, would the two invitation letters that Charlie has gotten be fake?
However, the security at the door immediately passed the verification, and respectfully
said to the two of them: “Please come in!”

Jacob was relieved and walked in with Charlie.
The two of them had just entered the venue, and Harold, who was dressed up like a
dog, also walked in swaggeringly.
As soon as he walked in, Harold frowned, his expression flashing in shock.
Charlie and Jacob are here!
This one, one young and rag, what are you doing here? There is only one invitation
letter in the entire Willson family, and now it is in his hand, do these two rags want to
get in?
Thinking of the losses suffered by Charlie before, Harold strode forward angrily, and
shouted: “Charlie, how did you get in? Do you know where this is?”
Charlie suddenly heard Harold’s male duck voice, and couldn’t help frowning.
When Jacob saw Harold, he smiled triumphantly: “Oh, Harold, you are here too.”
Not only did Harold look down on Charlie, but also the second uncle Jacob, so he
frowned and asked him, “What are you doing here? Is there an invitation?”
“Of course!” Jacob blurted out.
Harold asked aggressively: “Just because you two can still get the invitation letter?
Where did it come from?”
Charlie glanced at him and said indifferently: “Harold, where did our invitation letter
come from? What does it matter to you?”
Harold sneered and said, “As for the two of you, how can you get the invitation letter
from the Song family? I think you guys stole someone else’s invitation letter and got in
here, right?”
Charlie didn’t bother to pay attention to him, turned his head, and said nothing.

His ignorant attitude made Harold even angrier.
In his eyes, Charlie is mere Rubbish, he has no status at all in the Willson family, he is an
inferior person!
And now, Charlie can also come to Treasure Pavilion, which makes Harold feel very
humiliated!
An inferior person who eats leftovers, why stand here side by side with him.
Harold stared at Charlie, pointed at his nose, and said, “Say, how did you two get in
here?”
Charlie frowned and said to Jacob: “Dad, don’t care about this kind of brain damage,
let’s go, don’t care about him.”
“stop!”
Harold stepped forward, deliberately blocking him, staring provocatively: “You still want
to run, are you guilty? You must have used shameless means to get in! You are not
qualified to enter this high-end occasion. ! Show me your invitation letter!”
Charlie was also angry, even though he tolerated step by step, it was impossible for the
opponent to provoke again and again.
He said coldly: “Look at my invitation letter? You are not worthy! Get out!”
Harold frowned, and anger rushed to his forehead.
In his eyes, Charlie has always been a mediocre wimp, dare to let him go!
Harold grabbed Charlie’s arm, and said coldly, “If you don’t speak clearly today, won’t let
you leave.”
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Harold shot quickly, but Charlie easily avoided.

Afterward, he clasped Harold’s wrist with his backhand, shook it lightly, and sneered in
his mouth: “What? The injury on your hand is healed? When the scar is over, I forgot the
pain?”
Harold suddenly felt a huge force coming, and he couldn’t help taking two steps
backward, feeling angry and shocked in his heart.
This kid’s hand strength is not low!
Knowing that it is not Charlie’s opponent, Harold cursed coldly: “d*mn, you Rubbish wait
for me, I will ask the manager to kick you out now!”
With that, Harold turned his head and shouted at the manager on the side.
Soon, a middle-aged man in a suit and leather shoes walked quickly, with two security
guards behind him.
This middle-aged man was very popular and smiled at Harold: “Mr. Willson, what’s your
order?”
“Manager, check their invitation letter.” Harold pointed his finger at Charlie and said
disdainfully: “I suspect that their invitation letter is fake.”
For the privacy of guests, each invitation letter does not include the guest’s name, only a
string of passwords.
Enter the password into the software in the phone to find out the names of the
participants.
When the manager saw Harold’s luxurious clothes, he knew that he was the child of a
wealthy family. Looking back at Charlie, he wore ordinary clothes. He smiled
contemptuously and said to Charlie: “Please show me the invitation letter and I will
check it.”
Although he was polite, there was a trace of contempt in his eyes.
Because Charlie wears ordinary clothes, from the outside, he doesn’t look like a
distinguished guest who can enter the Treasure Pavilion.

Charlie also felt the contemptuous look in the opponent’s eyes, and couldn’t help but
feel angry, and said coldly: “What if I don’t?”
The manager gave a dry cough, his eyes fell cold, and continued to ask: “Then dare you
to ask which family are you in Aurous Hill City?”
Before Charlie could speak, Harold said first: “He is a member of our Willson family. No,
he is a live-in son-in-law of our Willson family. In fact, he is not worthy of being a child
of the Willson family. At best, he is a dog of ours!”
The four words “live-in son-in-law” made the manager guess seven or eight points.
How could a person with status in Aurous Hill City become a son-in-law?
The manager’s face sank, and he said, “Let’s talk about it, how did you get in?”
Faced with the scrutiny of this group of people, Charlie was already impatient in his
heart, and he was also disappointed at Treasure Pavillion’s behavior of dividing the
guests into different classes.
He said coldly: “Of course I walked in.”
The manager knew that Charlie’s status was humble, and he stopped probing and said
coldly: “If you don’t follow the rules and hand in the invitation letter to me for
inspection, then I have to ask you to go out.”
After he finished speaking, he waved his hand, and the two security guards immediately
stepped forward and circled Charlie with eyes.
When Jacob saw this posture, he suddenly panicked.
He was afraid that there was a problem with the invitation letter, so he hurriedly said to
Charlie: “Charlie, I think we should avoid trouble, and go back quickly.”
Charlie frowned, and asked a little unexpectedly, “Dad, are you not going to watch the
auction?”

Jacob shook his head and said, “I won’t go anymore. We shouldn’t have come to this
kind of place. If we are kicked out in a while, it won’t look good.”
Charlie nodded when he saw that the old man had already decided, and he didn’t speak
anymore. He nodded and took Jacob out.
It was just an auction, and he is not here to attend it. Since the Old Master didn’t want
to attend, then he didn’t need to stay here and pester these people.
As for Warnia, if she asks about it, he will just say, your Song family’s place, I’m afraid I
can’t afford it!
Afterward, he turned and left with the Old Master.
Harold laughed presumptuously behind him: “Hahaha, two rags, are you scared? A
guilty conscience? Even dare to enter the auction of the Song family, really looking for
death!”
Charlie ignored him and walked out.
At this moment, the crowd suddenly burst into an uproar.
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The crowd voluntarily gave up a passage from the middle, a man and a woman,
stepping into the venue.
The woman wore a black evening dress, with a delicate face and a slender figure.
Under the bright light, she has a beautiful appearance and elegant temperament, and
her every move, even her walking posture, is exceptionally elegant.
This beauty was the best, and Harold was completely lost in seeing her.
Warnia walked into the venue, scanned with her beautiful eyes, saw two empty seats in
the VIP area in the front row, and asked: “The two VIP guests I invited have not arrived
yet?”

Fungui Bao glanced at the guest information, frowned, and said: “Miss Song, the
entrance shows that the invitation letters of these two distinguished guests have been
verified. This proves that they have entered our auction. I don’t know where did they go.
Where they are.”
After that, he immediately ordered the people on the side: “Go and call the manager.”
Soon, the manager came over and asked, “Mr. Bao, what do you want?”
Fungui Bao pointed to two vacant seats in the VIP area and asked: “Two distinguished
guests have already verified the invitation letter, why are they not in the seats?”
“Two distinguished guests?” The manager suddenly thought of the old and the young
who had just been driven out by him.
Is it
Shouldn’t
Since they have an invitation letter and they are still VIPs, why not let them check?
Is he angry?
Over
Fungui Bao glanced at the manager’s panic, glanced at the security guard on one side,
and said, “You do.”
The security guard did not dare to hide it, and quickly recounted what had happened.
After listening, Warnia frowned, glanced at Fungui Bao, and said: “Mr. Bao, I will go to
Mr. Charlie first, and leave it to you to deal with this matter. I hope you can give me a
satisfactory result. .”
Fungui Bao nodded and watched Warnia leave. He looked gloomy and stared at the
manager: “Are you tired of life? Even the distinguished guests invited by Miss Song
personally dare to offend?”

The manager’s legs softened, and he immediately knelt on the ground, pointing at
Harold not far away, and cried out: “Mr. Bao, I didn’t mean it, it was this b@stard who
tricked me!”
Fungui Bao kicked the manager’s face fiercely, kicked him to the ground, and cursed:
“Let your dog see people down again. Now roll immediately. Don’t let me see you
again! In addition, today caused According to the terms of the labor contract, you will
compensate for all the losses incurred by you. If you lose a penny, I will kill you!”
“Mr. Bao, please spare me”
The manager was very frightened. The loss was not small. It was really necessary to
compensate, and it was not enough to pay for the loss of his property.
“The lawyer will inform you how much compensation should be paid,” Fungui Bao said
coldly.
The manager turned around, knelt on the ground, and kept kowtow apologizing.
Fungui Bao kicked him in disgust, winked at the left and right security guards, and
whispered, “Take him out and break his legs! Let him not have eyes!”
He has been in shopping malls for many years, and naturally, he is not a good person.
He is inconvenienced in front of everyone, but he will never be merciless in private!
“Lord, I got it wrong, please open the net.” The manager was so scared that he begged
for mercy.
Two security guards rushed forward and dragged him away with their arms.
Fungui Bao then turned his attention to Harold, and said to the people around him: “Go,
bring me that man!”
Harold was still proud at this time, and he was even more pleased when he heard that
the treasure pavilion’s owner saw him.
Everyone knows that Master of Treasure Pavilion has a very deep background. If this can
be flattered and attached, there will naturally be benefits in the future!

When he came to Fungui Bao, Harold flattered and complimented: “Oh, hello Mr. Bao!
Your little brother has long admired your name. I see you today. It is indeed a dragon
and phoenix among the people and a well-deserved reputation you have!”
Mr. Bao gritted his teeth, kicked Harold far away, and cursed: “d*mn, Harold, right? You
dare to offend our Miss Song’s guests, I think you are tired and crooked!”
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Harold wanted to take the opportunity to establish a relationship with Fungui Bao, but
he never dreamed that Fungui Bao would suddenly kick him off.
He rolled on the ground several times before he could stabilize his figure and sat on the
ground at a loss: “Mr. Bao, what is going on, is there any misunderstanding?”
The others in the room also looked silly.
“Is this guy from the Willson family? Why did you offend Mr. Bao?”
“The Willson family doesn’t have many abilities. Now that you offend the pavilion
master, you won’t be able to mix in Aurous Hill in the future?”
For a time, there were a lot of discussions.
Many people even watched Fungui Bao fighting against Harold with the mentality of
watching a good show.
At this time, Fungui Bao glared at Harold and snorted coldly: “Misunderstanding? I
mistook your mother!”
After that, he came up and kicked him again, and the kick made him cry out for a
change.
Fungui Bao still didn’t subdue his hatred, so he stepped directly on his chest and said
sternly: “b*stard, do you know who you offended?”

Harold’s face was dumbfounded: “I haven’t offended anyone, Mr. Bao, this is really a
great injustice”
Fungui Bao raised his hand and slapped him twice, and scolded angrily: “Dog, the two
you offended are distinguished guests of Miss Song, I really kill you and it still would not
reduce my hatred!”
After he finished speaking, he immediately instructed the people around him: “Drag this
b@stard out of my face and beat him up! In addition, from now on, apart from the two
distinguished guests just now, our Treasure Pavilion bans Harold and the entire Willson
family. The other people step in, who dares to let them in and break their legs directly!”
Immediately afterward, Harold was beaten by several security guards.
After a fight, these people dragged him directly and threw him out of the Treasure
Pavilion!
He had a blue nose and a swollen face, and his whole body was shaking, and he was too
scared to speak.
He knew that he had caused a catastrophe and harmed the entire Willson family!
But how could he think that Charlie turned out to be the guest invited by Warnia?
Why can he know the eldest lady of the Song family!
Why can this waste be favored by Warnia!
After Charlie and Jacob came out, they drove home.
Jacob sighed in the car: “Charlie, it’s not your dad who told you. If you really can’t find
the invitation letter, why should you steal someone else’s?”
“Dad, there is no problem with the invitation letter, it is the people who look down on
others,” Charlie explained helplessly.

Jacob said angrily: “If you can be a little better and have some ability, would they dare to
treat us like this? After all, you are too incapable and too useless!”
Charlie shook his head, too lazy to explain.
At this moment, a Rolls-Royce from the rear speeded up, and after passing by two
people’s cars, it slowed down and stopped on the side of the road.
Seeing that the other party was looking for him, Charlie also stopped the car.
Warnia stepped on a pair of elegant long legs, stepped out of the car, and said
apologetically to Charlie: “Mr. Charlie, I’m really sorry about the accident just now. I
didn’t arrange it. Please don’t worry about it. .”
Charlie shook his head and said, “It has nothing to do with you. It is Mr. Bao who has to
take care of his employees.”
Warnia hurriedly said, “Mr. Charlie, he has already fired the manager involved. Let’s go
back and continue participating in the auction now. What do you think?”
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Charlie refused: “Sorry Miss Song, today’s good mood has been spoiled by one or two
flies, so I won’t go back to participate in the auction. Let’s talk about it next time.”
Warnia felt very sorry: “I’m so sorry, Mr. Charlie.”
After finishing speaking, she took out a wooden box from the car, stuffed it into
Charlie’s hand, and said: “Mr. Charlie, this is a little bit of my heart, as a little apology.”
When Charlie got the wooden box, he felt an aura from it, so he didn’t refuse.
Seeing Charlie accepting the gift, Warnia went on to say: “Well, today’s auction will be
suspended. I will ask Fungui Bao to rectify the team of Treasure Pavillion. When he
finishes the rectification, we will hold another one, and I will invite Wade Mr. and Uncle
Willson.”

Jacob was already stunned. Isn’t this woman the last lady from the Song family that
Jiqingtang smashed the antique bottle last time?
She was so polite to his son-in-law and even willing to suspend the auction for him and
start anew. This is too much face, right?
Is it because the bottle was repaired last time?
A good deed, I will really have to look at my son-in-law in the future.
Charlie also noticed Warnia’s sincerity, so he nodded faintly, and said: “Then when it
reopens, we’ll come and join in.”
Jacob hurriedly echoed: “Yes, yes, you must go.”
“Okay, let’s go back to those two first, I’m really embarrassed about today’s affairs!”
After Warnia apologized again, she said goodbye to the two and turned to leave.
When Warnia left, the Old Master hurriedly pointed to the wooden box in Charlie’s hand
and asked, “Charlie, what kind of baby did Miss Song give you? Open it and take a
look!”
Charlie nodded and opened the wooden box.
Suddenly, a strong aura poured out, refreshing people.
“Huh, what is this?” Jacob stretched his head and took a look, his face suddenly
surprised.
There was a black thing in the box. The fist was thick and thin. At first glance, it looked
like a piece of coal, but it was rough and soiled.
When he saw this, Charlie couldn’t help but feel shocked, secretly surprised at Warnia’s
generous shots.

Jacob looked at the “black bump” and looked at it, but couldn’t see what it was, and
said in wonder: “I thought it was a good baby, but I didn’t expect it to be a piece of
wood.”
Charlie smiled and said, “Dad, it is indeed wood, but it is very rare.”
Jacob was even more surprised: “My son-in-law, what the h*ll is this?”
Charlie said: “This is lightning strikes the wood.”
“It’s formed by the trees that fell during the thunderstorm.”
Jacob had heard about it one or two before and said quickly: “But this kind of wood is
often seen when thundering in the mountains. How can it be valuable?”
Charlie smiled and said, “Dad, ordinary trees struck by lightning can of course be seen
everywhere. But this section of the wood struck by lightning, you see, it has been
charred and black jade, only instantaneously charring under extremely high
temperature, indicating this. The energy of the sky thunder is extremely strong, I am
afraid it is a huge thunder that has been rare in hundreds of years.”
“In addition, this section of lightning-struck wood is black and shiny, with faint bloodline
patterns, indicating that it is the heart of the blood dragon wood, the king of wood, and
it is even rarer.”
Hearing this, Jacob said disdainfully: “I don’t believe that a piece of wood that has been
struck by thunder is worth so much money? It’s all a lie. The real value is an antique
cultural relic. If your wood was plated by Lord Qianlong, Maybe it’s worth two more.”
Charlie smiled. This kind of thing is of high value. Not only does it have ample spiritual
energy, but it can also even be refined according to the records of the Nine Profound
Heavenly Secrets.
However, Jacob naturally cannot understand.
So Charlie didn’t explain much to him and put the box away.
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When the two returned home, neither of the women was at home.
The mother-in-law Elaine went to the chess and card room to play mahjong before
returning, and Claire did not get off work.
So Charlie went back to the bedroom first and took the lightning striker out of the box.
A strong aura came out from the lightning strike.
Charlie sat cross-legged on the ground, placed the lightning strike wood in his palm,
closed his eyes slightly, and the “Nine Profound Heavenly Secrets” mental method was
running in his body, slowly sucking spiritual energy into his body.
When he opened his eyes, his eyes were exquisite and his aura changed drastically.
The blood dragon thunderbolt wood in his hand is already a little dim.
But even if it loses aura, it still has some strong thunderous breath, which is considered a
treasure.
If supported by other treasures, Charlie could now use it to refine some simple magical
artifacts.
When he came out of the room, it was already night.
As soon as he arrived in the living room, Charlie heard his mother-in-law snorted coldly
and said, “Now that the shelf is big and I don’t have any food, wait for me to serve you,
right?”
Charlie smiled wryly and explained: “Sorry mom, I was so tired this afternoon and fell
asleep.”
“Hey, did going to the auction exhaust you? Or did Harold exhaust you?” Elaine said
angrily.

Charlie was shocked, then shook his head and said, “I didn’t pit Harold, where did you
hear the news?”
Elaine snorted coldly, and said, “Of course the Lady Willson called and said, you don’t
have to be embarrassed, and Harold was kicked out. The Lady Willson called and
scolded me! She said you are Rubbish. Can you cause less trouble for the family?”
Claire said from the side: “Mom, I think Harold was kicked out. He must have caused
some trouble himself. It has nothing to do with Charlie. Charlie is not like that.”
“Why not?” Elaine threw her chopsticks angrily: “Harold filed a complaint after he came
back, saying that because Charlie got the invitation letter by improper means, after
being found out, Treasure was offended and he was a member of the Willson family.
One of them was also kicked out, and the owner of the treasure pavilion was still talking.
The Willson family is not allowed to go in the future, they will break their legs if they
dare to! The family is embarrassed this time!”
Jacob said at this time: “Huh! The invitation letter is fundamentally problematic. I think,
Harold must have caused the trouble himself, and he was afraid that his mother would
punish him, so he deliberately dumped the pot on Charlie.”
“You’re still here to help this wimpy talk, if you didn’t want to go to that auction, can
these things happen?” Elaine glared at Jacob and cursed.
Jacob hurriedly shut up for dinner, not daring to make a sound.
Elaine said impatiently: “He is a waste, what can he have in getting the invitation letter,
and now he has offended Harold, I see how he ends up.”
Before she finished speaking, there was a knock on the door, followed by a low voice.
“Excuse me, is Mr. Charlie at home?”
Elaine’s face was tense, and she glared at Charlie angrily, “Oops, it must be the Lady
Willson who came. It depends on what you did!
“Let’s take a look first.” Claire also looked solemn, stood up and walked towards the
door.

There was no sound in the living room, Elaine and Jacob both stood up nervously,
thinking about how to respond.
Charlie’s face was slightly dark, if the Lady Willson turned black and white and brought
someone to the door to ask the crime, then he wouldn’t have to give the Lady Willson
face!
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Claire opened the door carefully, and asked vigilantly: “What’s the matter with you?”
Charlie frowned, walked to the door with a stride, pulled Claire behind him calmly, and
said coldly to the people outside: “You are looking for me?”
A middle-aged man in a straight suit suddenly smiled respectfully after seeing him: “You
are Mr. Charlie, right? I am the new manager of Treasure Pavillion and I just took office
this afternoon.
Charlie looked at the people in surprise: “Are you from the Treasures Pavilion?”
“Treasures Pavilion?”
Claire, who was standing behind him, was also stunned.
The man hurriedly said: “Our pavilion master deeply felt self-blame for Mr. Charlie’s
departure. He drove out Harold who was in the middle of the matter on the spot, and
also suspended the auction. Treasure Pavilion was not well received, we came here in
hope Mr. Charlie can forgive us regardless of the previous troubles.”
After speaking, the middle-aged man waved his hand behind him.
Several strong men in black immediately carried gifts and put them at the door.
Charlie glanced, and saw that there were so many gifts!
A box of limited edition “Yellow Crane Tower” and a box of 30-year-old Moutai Liquor!

There is also a pair of antique vases from the Ming Dynasty and a set of tortoiseshell!
These gifts are worth over a million!
“Mr. Charlie, this is the mistake of Treasures Pavilion. The owner of the pavilion is
preparing for a new auction with Ms. Song, so he can’t come by himself, so he asked me
to apologize, saying that he will apologize to you personally when he has the
opportunity. Please forgive us!”
After finishing speaking, the middle-aged man bowed deeply in front of Charlie.
Charlie nodded and said, “Okay, put things down.”
The middle-aged man then took out two golden invitation letters from his pocket,
handed them to Charlie respectfully, and continued: “This is an invitation letter for the
new auction. Please come there with Mr. Willson, this time I promise I won’t let you
down again, please give us a chance to make up for it!”
After speaking, he explained: “There is also a special Treasures Pavilion Royal VIP Card.
We only issued ten of these cards, which are valid for life. You can enjoy the highest
courtesy when you come to Treasures Pavilion!”
Charlie glanced at the VIP card. The surface of the card was golden, with gold leaf and
diamonds.
He said lightly: “I am not very interested in auctions. Ask my dad if he is interested.”
“Okay.” The middle-aged man hurriedly held the card to Jacob, and said with a smile:
“Old Mr. Willson, I’m really sorry today, please be sure to visit us the day after
tomorrow.”
“This” Jacob has calmed down from the shock, glanced at the VIP card, and couldn’t
help swallowing his throat.
He recognized that this is a limited-level VIP card of the Treasures Pavilion, which is only
issued to members of the cabinet with status, and not for sale at all!

Those who have this VIP card can enter and exit the treasure pavilion freely, and enjoy
the highest treatment. All the antiques in the pavilion can be enjoyed at will, and there
are also high discounts for purchase.
Jacob couldn’t refuse such a temptation.
Just about to accept it cheeky, a hand suddenly stretched out from the side and
snatched both VIP cards.
It was Charlie’s mother-in-law, Elaine, grabbing two VIP cards with a smile, and she was
so happy that she said: “Since you are here to apologize, I will reluctantly accept these
gifts and VIP cards. The auction will be the day after tomorrow. , My husband will come!”
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Elaine was so excited!
These gifts are all money!
She doesn’t know how much the antique is worth, but that box of collection-grade
Maotai is worth 30,000 or 40,000, and this box of 20 bottles is hundreds of thousands!
There are also collections of Yellow Crane Tower cigarettes, one of five thousand, one
box of fifty, more than two hundred thousand, the two together are worth one million!
Don’t do it for anything!
And holding these two VIP cards, she still has the capital to show off in front of those
old girlfriends!
When Claire saw Elaine’s obsessive attitude, she called helplessly: “Mom”
Elaine glared at her: “What’s wrong? Can’t I accept gifts from others?”
Claire said: “I mean it shouldn’t be accepted. You haven’t figured out what’s going on,
how can you accept such a heavy gift from others.”

Charlie said lightly at this time: “This is an apologetic gift and should be accepted.”
The middle-aged man was relieved.
Before coming out, the pavilion master had personally explained that if Mr. Charlie
confiscated these things, then he would not have to go back.
Charlie turned his head and saw that Elaine had moved the tobacco and alcohol into the
house with joy, holding a pair of antique vases and touching and looking under the
lamp, he could only shake his head in his heart and said to the middle-aged man:
“Thank you for this. See you.”
“Well, I won’t bother you anymore, Mr. Charlie.”
Charlie closed the door, turned around, but was taken aback for a moment, and said,
“You guys are all watching what I’m doing.”
He saw three people in the living room, all six eyes were on him.
The mother-in-law Elaine gave a dry cough and a smirk, and asked: “Charlie, when did
you have friendship with Treasure Pavillion? Why did they come to our house to give
gifts and apologize?”
Charlie shook his head and said: “Mom, you have misunderstood. I have no friendship
with them. The reason why they came to apologize is mainly because the service
attitude of Treasures is good. Their employees have made mistakes, and the boss has a
better reputation, so they compensate so strongly. “
Elaine was frustrated at once, pulling her face down, and said, “I thought you were a
good man, and you could be in favor of big shots. I didn’t expect it was because of the
good service attitude of others.”
Claire was a little confused on the side. The other party gave such an expensive gift, is it
just because of the good service attitude and wanted to compensate Charlie?
However, after receiving a lot of gifts, Elaine felt better, and finally stopped targeting
Charlie, thinking happily in her heart to quickly sell the tobacco and alcohol first.

After eating, Charlie cleaned up the dishes in the kitchen, and suddenly received a call.
The one who called was Qin Gang, who had a relationship with both sides.
That jade bracelet was given by Qin Gang.
On the phone, Qin Gang respectfully said: “Mr. Wade!”
Charlie said lightly: “Something?”
Qin Gang hurriedly said: “Thanks to Mr. Charlie’s last guidance, the Qin family has been
doing a lot in the past few days, and I have to thank Mr. Charlie for his guidance,
otherwise our Qin family will be in a disaster.”
Charlie said indifferently: “I think it’s not so smooth, right? If it’s so smooth, would you
call me now?”
Qin Gang choked and laughed awkwardly: “Mr. Charlie really knows everything like a
god. I can’t hide anything from you.”
Charlie smiled lightly, without saying a word.
Sure enough, Qin Gang trembled and said, “Mr. Charlie, please save my Qin family one
more time. We will remember it all our lives.”
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His face was pale, and his body trembled slightly, as if in great fear.
Charlie frowned and asked faintly: “Is the jade cracked?”
“Mr. Charlie is worthy of being a master, and you are right again.”
Qin Gang’s voice was extremely pious, and he sighed: “Originally, I followed your
instructions and confessed the jade plug, and ordered the people in the family to be
vegetarian for seven days without seeing the blood.”

“How can I think that my stupid nephew Steven secretly ate some stewed pigeon soup,
and accidentally stained the pigeon blood on the jade plug. The jade plug immediately
fell apart. I beat him up and shut it down. At home, strange things still happening!”
Charlie frowned and asked, “What strange thing happened?”
Qin Gang hurriedly said: “Last night was violent and rainy, a thunder struck the
courtyard scorching a century-old osmanthus tree.”
“Not only that, the tablets of the Qin family’s ancestors enshrined in the ancestral hall
fell to the ground for no reason and fell in half. This is a horrible omen.”
Charlie frowned. From the perspective of Feng Shui, planting osmanthus trees in the
courtyard is a symbol of wealth and good fortune.
However, the laurel tree was knocked down by the thunder, which indicates that the Qin
family will be broken.
The ancestral tablet was broken, which was a sign that the Qin family would die.
He really didn’t expect that the evil spirit of this jade plug was so heavy, it was so serious
that it exceeded his estimate, it could reach the sky with pigeon blood.
Hearing no reply from Charlie, Qin Gang beat a drum in his heart and pleaded:
“Although my Qin family is in business, but I have always been kind to people and have
not done anything to harm the world. I beg Mr. Wade to save my family.”
Charlie said, “Qin Gang, it’s not that I didn’t save you, but the evil spirit was too heavy.
After being carried by Steven for many years, the evil spirit had already enveloped the
Qin family courtyard. It was impossible to deal with it with ordinary runes. “
“Then, what should we do? The Qin family has suffered such a disaster, it is really
unfortunate for the family!”
Qin Gang sighed, his voice trembling.

Charlie groaned: “The evil spirit will be more fierce when it sees blood, and it is still hot
pigeon blood. Now to suppress such a heavy evil spirit, I am afraid that we can only
borrow the power of the heaven and earth treasure.”
“Okay, Mr. Wade needs something, even if I lose my fortune, I will definitely get it.”
Charlie said indifferently: “Well, I happen to be participating in the auction of Treasure
Pavilion tomorrow. I will go to the auction to see if there are any spiritual objects of
heaven and earth. As for whether they can be photographed, it depends on your luck.”
“Okay, forgive me for troubling you Mr. Wade.” Qin Gang, as if caught the straw,
repeatedly thanked Charlie.
After speaking, he hurriedly said: “Mr. Charlie, I will send you a premium card tomorrow.
If there is any place where you need money, just swipe the card!”
Charlie snorted. After all, he was helping the Qin family, and he couldn’t let himself
spend money.
Immediately, Charlie said: “You’d better be mentally prepared. Heaven and Earth Spirit
Treasures are not so easy to get, but they can’t be found. As for whether there is an
auction, it depends on your Qin family’s luck.”
Qin Gang kept expressing his position: “Yes, I will also inquire more privately, but I still
have to trouble you.”
After the accident, he also sought out a number of well-known Feng Shui masters, but
those people just glanced at the door of Qin’s house, and immediately waved their
hands and turned aside.
Now Qin Gang’s only hope of life-saving lies in Charlie.
Charlie really sighed in his heart.
According to numerology, Qin Gang should have done no harm in his life, and should
have died safely.

How can he think of God’s will to make Steven, a dead star in the family, makes the
family restless, if he does not save him, within a year, his family will be destroyed.
Not only him and that Steven, but also his beautiful little chili beauty Aoxue, they all will
die.
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The next day, Qin Gang came to Charlie’s downstairs early in the morning.
He waited until Charlie came out to buy vegetables before he greeted him and handed
Charlie a premium card.
According to him, there are hundreds of millions in this card. In order to save the Qin
family, even Charlie can spend all the money.
Little Chili Aoxue is also there, but this time Aoxue is not as arrogant as last time.
Seeing Charlie, Aoxue looked respectful.
Since Steven got into trouble, the Qin family has encountered a lot of bad things, and
the Old Master’s body has also deteriorated for no reason, and he is dying. He then
understands that the only one who can save them is Mr. Charlie!
After Qin Gang handed the card to Charlie, he knelt in front of Charlie with a puff, and
pleaded with tears, “Mr. Wade! Please save my Qin family’s life anyway possible. It
doesn’t matter if I die, but my daughter still young”
Aoxue couldn’t help but reddened her eyes, knelt on the ground, crying and said, “Mr.
Wade, please save the Qin family. If possible, I am willing to use my own life in exchange
for my father’s longevity!”
Qin Gang said angrily: “What are you talking nonsense!”
Charlie shook his head helplessly, and stretched out his hand to help the two of them up
one by one. When Aoxue touched his hand pleading , the little girl’s soft and white
hands made Charlie uneasy.

After helping the two of them, Aoxue blushed a little, and seemed very embarrassed.
Charlie said: “Don’t worry, I will try my best to make your family survive this catastrophe
safely.”
The father and daughter were so touched that they wanted to kneel again, but they
were stopped by Charlie: “Okay, those who are kneeling here will have a bad influence.
Let’s go first. I’ll let you know if I have news.”
“Thank you Mr. Wade!” The father and daughter left with gratitude.
When Charlie returned home after buying vegetables, the Old Master Jacob hurried
forward and said nervously: “Charlie, I just saw you and Qin Gang talking outside the
community?”
“Yes, he has something to do with me.”
Jacob couldn’t help but said, “I think he looks ugly, it doesn’t seem like something is
good. Did you tell his fortune last time and there was a problem?”
This matter, Jacob has been worried, always feel that Charlie is just talking about it.
Charlie smiled and said: “Dad, Qin Gang came to me to help him get rid of the evil
spirits at home. He also gave me a bank card and asked me to help him see if it can be
used at the auction tomorrow.”
Jacob stayed for a while and said quickly: “How much does he give you?”
Charlie said casually: “Several hundred million.”
“How many?”
Jacob’s eyes widened, and he was so shocked that he was holding his chest and could
not speak. He was almost out of breath.

He was anxious to hold Charlie: “Charlie, you must not lie to people! The Qin family
gives you so much money, if something goes wrong, wouldn’t the Qin family kill our
whole family? Give the money back.”
“Dad, don’t worry, I have a sense of measure and there will be no problems.”
After speaking, Charlie said again: “Dad, this time the matter is of great importance,
you’d better not tell Claire and Mom, otherwise, it will be out of control.”
“I know I know.”
Jacob knew his prodigal wife too well.
This girl is just a lunatic who wants money and he can’t say anything to her.
If she finds that there were hundreds of millions in this card, she wouldn’t care about the
Qin family and spend the money first.
That’s hundreds of millions!
When Jacob thought of this number, his heart jumped suddenly, and he persuaded
Charlie for a while. After seeing that the persuasion had no effect, he had to sit on the
sofa and sigh.
He didn’t believe that Charlie had the ability to help the Qin family solve the problem,
and now he was afraid that Charlie would spend the money of the Qin family
indiscriminately, and finally be settled by the Qin family.
Now, he can only stare at Charlie at the auction, and don’t let him buy things randomly.
If the Qin family was cheated of so much money, wouldn’t the other party come after
the family?
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Early the next morning, Charlie was going to the auction.

Because of the Qin family’s affairs, Jacob was so worried that he hadn’t slept well all
night, so he repeatedly told him in the living room.
Charlie said a few perfunctory words, and then asked: “Dad, I heard that there is a final
treasure at the auction of Treasures Pavilion, right?”
“Yes.” Jacob didn’t know why, and said: “I heard it is a valuable treasure, unparalleled in
the world.”
After he finished speaking, he suddenly thought of something, and he hurriedly pulled
Charlie and told him: “My son-in-law, don’t make the idea of this final treasure. Its
starting price is tens of millions. Let’s take a look.”
Charlie knew that his father-in-law was worried that he would use the Qin family’s
money, so he smiled and said, “Dad, you are right.
“That’s good.” Jacob was afraid that he would not give up, and added: “But even if you
want to shoot, you don’t have your share.”
“why?”
“I went out to inquire about it yesterday. I heard that boss Yu from Xuanjitang was also
here at this auction, and he was here for this final treasure.”
Charlie said in surprise: “Xuanjitang is also here?”
This mysterious hall is unknown to no one.
Its owner, Mr. Jinghai, is a famous Feng Shui master in the country!
Many celebrities in Hong Kong have spent a lot of money in line to ask him for fortunetelling.
If you want to ask this Feng Shui master to look at the photos, the cost of one time is
not low, all start at seven figures.

If a celebrity wants to buy a magic weapon from Xuanjitang, it will be even more
expensive.
However, although the fees of Xuanjitang are expensive, it is said that there are
absolutely real materials.
This is located in the iron mouth and bronze teeth of Mr. Jinghai, fortune telling is
particularly accurate.
He once predicted to a reporter from Hong Kong that two well-known celebrities would
be divorced in November this year.
At that time, the two big stars had just finished their wedding. They were so affectionate
that the whole country booed at his prediction.
And in November, the two celebrities each posted on Instagram and announced the
divorce notice.
From then on, the name of Xuanjitang spread throughout the country, making people
who want to see Master more like a crucian carp.
When people in the entertainment circle mentioned Mr. Jinghai, they were also in awe.
The head office of XuanJi is in Hong Kong City, and the owner spent a lot of money to
buy a floor in Central Plaza, which shows his pockets.
Unexpectedly, Boss Jinghai would also come to participate in the auction. It seems that
this treasure is inevitable.
So Charlie asked curiously: “What is this final treasure?”
“Then I don’t know, we just can’t buy it anyway.”
Jacob was still nagging, Charlie’s cell phone rang suddenly.
He picked up the phone and heard Warnia’s voice.

“Mr. Charlie, my car is parked at your door. Let me pick you up on the way.”
Warnia was also afraid that something would happen at this reception, so she planned
to follow Charlie and go with him.
Charlie walked out and saw a big red Bentley parked on the side of the road, with a
brand-new body gleaming in the sun.
Warnia leaned against the car, wearing a bright red tight dress to set off the exquisite
curves, wavy curly hair draped over her shoulders, charming, and wearing a pair of sunshading sunglasses on her face.
Warnia saw the two come out, took off her sunglasses, and said, “Uncle Willson, Mr.
Charlie, I’m going to the auction of Treasures Pavilion, and I am here to pick you up.”
“Oh, it’s Miss Song.” Jacob recognized her too, and said flattered: “Miss Song, you are so
polite.”
“Yes, you two, please get in the car!” Warnia nodded politely and opened the door.
Who can believe that Warnia, the eldest of the Song family, took the initiative to open
the door for a son-in-law? !
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Soon, the car drove to the exhibition center.
The Convention and Exhibition Center is a circular dome building. The outer circle is
filled with shops selling flowers and birds, and the auction room is in the middle.
The convention and exhibition center, newly built last year, is magnificent and antique.
Charlie followed Warnia and took the landscape glass elevator to the top of the sixth
floor.

As soon as the elevator door opened, an artistic exhibition hall suddenly appeared in
front. Antique calligraphy and paintings hung on the surrounding walls. This is the
auction house.
The auction table in the front is covered with a red carpet, and there are all sofa decks
under the stage. The table is filled with foreign wines and fresh fruits for guests to enjoy.
Compared with the last auction, it can be seen that Treasures Pavilion has made a lot of
effort this time. Just leasing and arranging the venue. It has spent nearly one million.
Warnia’s box was in the middle of the front row, and a group of people was about to
move forward, but suddenly heard a noise behind them.
Charlie only had time to turn his head, and was pushed from behind by a few people
and was forced to step aside.
He frowned slightly and watched as a group of people came in through the passage. It
was a few bodyguards who opened the way.
“Mr. Jinghai is here too?” Warnia exclaimed softly, looking up at the crowd.
The people who squeezed in were all distinguished guests attending the auction, but at
the moment they were all surrounded by a middle-aged man with a cold and arrogant
face wearing a blue cloth gown, with an extremely respectful look.
Charlie took a look and said, “It turns out that this is Mr. Jinghai, but this posture is quite
good.”
Mr. Jinghai was hugged by the crowd and walked forward. He drew out a light yellow
triangle rune and handed it to the most complimented boss beside him. He said
indifferently: “Today you and I are destined, this peace symbol is free it can keep you
safe and prosperous.”
“Thank you, Mr. Jinghai.”
The boss was full of surprises, flattered, took the peace talisman, carried it into his arms
like a treasure, and said to the people around: “Mr. Jinghai’s peace talisman is very

good. I have been asking for it every year, thanks to the past few years. Mr. Jinghai, my
business is getting bigger and bigger.”
The surrounding crowd looked jealous, some cheeky begged Mr. Jinghai, but Mr. Jinghai
ignored them.
The assistant next to Mr. Jinghai snorted and said to the crowd: “Do you think that Mr.
Jinghai’s peace charms can be obtained if you want? The minimum cost of asking for
peace charms in our mysterious hall is 200,000 for each!”
The crowd recovered, and someone shouted immediately.
“It’s rare for Master Jinghai to come to Aurous Hill City. I would like to give out 200,000
for a peace talisman, and Master Jinghai will give it.”
“I want to buy it too! Ask Master Jinghai to give me a charm.”
“Mr. Jinghai’s peace talisman is hard to find. Two hundred thousand is nothing, I will buy
five!”
The scene was very lively, and many bosses transferred deposits on the spot to buy
Master Wade’s peace symbol.
“Line up, one by one.”
The assistant registered them one by one impatiently, and the scene was very hot.
Charlie couldn’t help but said: “What kind of peace talisman is so expensive, it’s too easy
to make money.”
His voice is not loud, but Mr. Jinghai suddenly raised his head and stared at him with
frowning brows.
Mr. Jinghai pushed away from the crowd, strode to Charlie, took a look and said: “You
friend, listen to your tone, do you have an opinion on my safety charm?”
Charlie said lightly: “I don’t think this is worth so much money.”

Someone in the crowd immediately said: “You know what is bullsh*t! Mr. Jinghai’s
talisman, 200,000 are considered cheap!”
“That’s right! Many people are rushing to buy two million talismans!”
“This kind of rag, it is estimated that you can afford the two-Dollar peace charm in the
temple!”
Mr. Jinghai looked at Charlie, snorted, and said, “You can eat rice but you can’t talk
nonsense. The reason why people grow their brains is to think in their heads before
speaking. It’s best not to pretend to understand.”
After speaking, Mr. Jinghai curled his lips in disdain, and walked into the exhibition hall
first.
Charlie’s face was indifferent, and he didn’t even see Mr. Jinghai in his eyes.
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Warnia on the side said embarrassingly: “Mr. Charlie, don’t take it to your heart, Mr.
Jinghai has a bigger temper.”
Charlie shook his head indifferently, and said to Warnia, “Let’s go in.”
The guests entered the venue one by one, and the host was Fungui Bao, the owner of
the treasure pavilion, and a few words of routine speech on the stage entered the
auction.
The auction officially begins!
Due to the temporary cancellation of the last auction, this time there were more lots
than last time, and the number of guests doubled.
The first item that the two ladies of etiquette pushed onto the stage with a trolley was
an antique copper incense burner, with white mist curling up and smelling fragrant.

The auctioneer introduced: “This is the Songhe Backflow Incense Burner of the
Thompson Dynasty. It is one of the treasures given to the painter and calligraphy master
Su Dongpo by the Emperor of Thompson Dynasty. The two boxes of ambergris are used
by the Thompson Dynasty court and are not allowed to be used by the people.
Moreover, the production method has been lost, and it is refreshing to hear, and it has a
slight cheering effect!”
After speaking, he motioned to the lady of manners to light incense.
A lady of etiquette carefully dug a handful of incense with a silver spoon to light it.
A white smoke slowly dripping down the incense burner like a waterfall, and the pine
cranes on the incense burner were vivid, and faintly flapping their wings.
A faint scent floated up in the auction hall immediately, and the smell was refreshing,
and everyone couldn’t help but feel refreshed.
Charlie nodded and said: “It is indeed authentic ambergris, refined by sperm whales, and
this kind of hand-made incense technology is basically impossible to buy now.”
The auctioneer knocked the gavel twice and said: “The starting price of the Songhe
Backflow Incense Burner is 800,000, and the price is increased by 100,000.”
This incense burner is exquisitely made, has a certain collection value, and the auction
price is also moderate, and the audience raised placards.
In a short while, the incense burner was auctioned away by a player for 1.6 million.
Immediately afterwards, seven or eight lots were presented, all of which were highquality antiques.
The atmosphere of the venue was warm, and guests bidding.
Jacob watched it with gusto, but he was shy in his pocket, otherwise he would be itchy
and holding a card.
However, Charlie had no interest in these collections.

Although these lots are precious, they are limited to collections, and they are of little
value to him.
At this moment, the hostess brought a white porcelain plate with a string of purple
beads shining in the light!
The auctioneer introduced: “The natural purple pearls of the East China Sea can only be
picked out from a thousand beads. The beads are round and uniform in size, which is a
rare good product.”
The auction price of this string of purple pearls is not expensive, as long as four hundred
thousand.
Charlie raised his head and immediately bid.
“Five hundred thousand!”
Jacob’s eyelids twitched, and he quickly said: “What are you doing with this! The pearl
necklace is worth tens of thousands. This 400,000 is a waste! Don’t shoot!”
Charlie looked at the string of pearls, thinking of Claire in his heart, and said with a
smile: “I think Claire is quite suitable for wearing it. Pearls calm the nerves. She has been
under too much pressure recently and has poor sleep cycle.
When he heard that he was buying for his daughter, Jacob closed his mouth knowingly
what he wanted to say.
The collection value of this necklace is not high, so no one bids.
Just when the auctioneer was about to make a final decision, a voice suddenly sounded.
“Six hundred thousand!”
Charlie looked to the side looking for the sound.
He saw that Steven, from the Qin family, showed his head from the side, with a sneer on
his face, and said to Charlie: “Sorry, I also fell in love with this necklace!”

Charlie couldn’t help frowning, why is he here too? Isn’t he forbidden by Qin Gang?
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Steven has had a miserable life these few days.
After getting into trouble a few days ago, he was severely beaten by his second uncle
and was also banned.
However, with his extreme love for antiques, how can this level of auction be missed.
So, he tried his best to run out to participate in the auction today, but he didn’t expect
to see Charlie here again.
He had always been disdainful of Charlie, in his opinion, the second uncle was
completely deceived by this kid.
But he didn’t dare to provoke Charlie head-on. Seeing that Charlie was about to shoot
the necklace, he immediately bid the price. Although it was useless, it was good to make
Charlie uncomfortable.
Charlie glanced at him, then turned his head indifferently, and continued to bid.
“Seven hundred thousand!”
Steven followed closely: “800,000!”
Jacob couldn’t sit still, and said quickly: “Charlie, let’s not shoot, forget it, don’t fight.”
Charlie smiled faintly and said, “Look at how I play with him.”
After speaking, he directly raised his hand: “Eight million!”
The scene was dumbfounded.
Others call 800,000, you call 8 million? Are you poisonous?

Steven was also dumbfounded. d*mn, you don’t play cards according to the routine!
Mine is 800,000. You should be calling 900,000. The maximum is one million. What do
you mean by eight million?
Do you have money to burn, or is your brain short-circuited?
Charlie raised his eyebrows towards Steven and smiled, “Mr. Steven, continue!”
Steven sipped: “Am I crazy? Buy this tattered thing for eight million? Forget it, it suits
you!”
Although Steven couldn’t hold his face, he was really unwilling to bid on the basis of
eight million.
The value of this bead is as high as 700,000. If he really spend more than 8 million to
buy it, he will be broken when he goes home?
Money is not spent like that!
Charlie stared at Steven at this time, and said disdainfully: “Mr. Steven, you withered so
soon? It seems that you can’t do it either.”
Everyone laughed.
Steven blushed and said, “You’re so fcking irritating me. I don’t think you can afford it at
all. Blind your mother asking for a price and want to lead me to a set? Humph, I have to
see how the fck you take it out!”
Charlie curled his lips: “If you can’t afford it, just say you can’t. What’s the point of
explaining so much here?”
At this time, the auctioneer also dropped the hammer.
“Eight million, deal, congratulations to Mr. Charlie!”
After that, a lady of manners came to Charlie with a wireless credit card machine and
said, “Mr. Charlie, please use your card to pay.”

Everyone was staring at Charlie, and Steven sneered: “Charlie, how the h*ll I see you
swiping your card! Can you take out 8 million?”
Others were curious as to whether Charlie was so frantic and mad, could he really come
up with so much money.
Charlie smiled lightly, took out Qin Gang’s premium card, and finished swiping the card
with a bang.
The premium card has no password.
Credit card successful!
The lady of etiquette handed the list to Charlie and respectfully said: “Mr. Charlie, the
treasures you procured will be delivered to you before the end!”
“Good!” Charlie nodded.
Others were shocked!
It seems that he is really rich!
Buying a necklace of 700,000 at the price of 8 million, this man is really bold!
At this moment, Charlie looked at Steven and asked with a smile, “Mr. Steven, have you
taken this order?”
There was a burst of laughter around, and someone ridiculed: “Mr. Steven, isn’t he in the
middle of his family and can’t afford to pay?”
“Haha, I think Young Mr. Steven is too weak to lift the knife!”
“Hahahaha!”
Steven felt hot on his face.
d*mn, this grandson can really come up with so much money!

This time he is really embarrassed!
So he gritted his teeth and said: “Charlie, I will never lose to you in the next item!”
Charlie nodded, and said indifferently: “Okay, let’s move to the next one!”
Steven didn’t know where Charlie was so emboldened, let alone Charlie still holding a
card from his second uncle in his hand.
Soon, a few more collections were sold, followed by a semi-finished Tian Huangyu
embryo.
Half of this jade embryo is wrapped in rock to show that it is purely natural, and the
price is 800,000.
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The naturally formed jade embryo contains a certain amount of spiritual energy, Charlie
thought to himself, this thing was just right for Qin Gang to practice evil spirits, and he
immediately raised the card.
“900 thousand!”
But as soon as his voice fell, the familiar voice sounded again.
“1000000!”
Charlie turned his head and met Steven’s provocative eyes.
He remained silent and continued to raise his placard.
“1.1 million!”
“120!”
After several times, the price of Tian Huangyu embryos has doubled, and under Steven’s
deliberate bidding, it has soared to 2 million!

Many people present also saw that Steven had begun to deliberately target Charlie
again.
Everyone was waiting to watch another good show, so they stared at Charlie’s hand.
Charlie slowly raised his placard and said: “Twenty million!”
d*mn it!
The scene is crazy!
Two million is directly called 20 million? It’s the same as before, it’s directly increased
ten times!
Steven’s face was extremely ugly.
Is this Charlie dying? Even if you have money, is that money not money? So corrupt?
He is a famous prodigal in Aurous Hill, but even he is not willing to buy something ten
times the price.
He hesitated suddenly.
Follow or not?
Follow, then throw away more than 18 million for nothing.
If he doesn’t follow, Charlie is afraid that he will kill him, and these people are afraid that
they will laugh at him.
He has lost face just now, and if Charlie takes it this time, it would be really shameless to
come out!
Thinking of this, Steven gritted his teeth and blurted out: “I’m out of 20.1 million!”
There was an exclamation at the scene!

Steven added 100,000!
This is a challenge!
Charlie smiled slightly at this time, and raised his hand again: “I give out thirty million!”
“I go!!!”
“This f*cking crazy!!!”
“This buddy is too rigid!!!”
Two million is 20 million, and 20.1 million is 30 million. Charlie’s handwriting scared
everyone on the scene.
Steven also collapsed!
What is Charlie doing? Is he really so rich? Thirty million! One can buy fifteen pieces of
this jade! No matter who pays this price, it will be a big taker!
Charlie asked Steven again at this time: “Mr. Steven, come on, continue!”
Steven panicked.
30 million to buy a piece of jade, if he let the family know, he will die!
Sister Aoxue is afraid that he will be crippled for life.
But, so many people are watching
How to do it?
Steven’s face was red and white.
The auctioneer bid: “Thirty million once!”
“Thirty million twice!”

The lively audience at the scene began to shout:
“Mr. Steven bid!”
“Mr. Steven, you have to be hard!”
“Mr. Steven, don’t let us look down on you!”
“Mr. Steven, are you really persuaded? You just pretended to be so forceful, and now
you are afraid?”
Charlie said with a smile: “Mr. Steven, if you don’t bid, you will lose!”

